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GO

EES EtYE ADVOCATE

IF BUSINESS IS DULL
START AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
-

VOLUME II.

TWO DOLLARS A YEAR

THREE ARE 8ENTENCED
BY JUDGE PHILLIPS

8HALL
SPRINGERVILLE, ARIZONA

Santa Fe, March 21. Federal Judge
Phillips today sentenced George Craig
to serve nine months in the U. S. Jail
for perjury in connection with home
stead proofs.
Manuel A. Martinez was fined
i
and costs of over $200 on execution
only for trespassing on a national for
est. He will enter the Santa Fe coun
ty jail in default of paying his fine,
Jack Barron was fined (600 and
costs after pleading guilty to trans
porting a stolen car from Estancla to
El Paso. Albuquerque Journal.
OIL DEVELOPMENT IN SAN JUAN
BASIN SHOWS NEW LIFE

RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY MARCH 24,

SWEAZEAVILLE

M. R. Butler, while riding on Esca'
auio Mountain recently oncountoiec. a
large silver-ti- p
grizzly bear. Mr. But
ler, who was mounted on a mule, took
a shot at Mr. Grizzly, but the bullet
failed to find a vital spot. The bear,
becoming enraged, started in pursuit
of Mr. Butler and the mule; where
upon ensued a very exciting race in
which the bear was gaining rapidly
upon the mule, and the consequences
might have been disatrous had not
Mr. Butler, by a well directed shot, hit
the bear in the head, which ended the
race.
Upon investigation, the bear was
found to have bia left front foot mis
sing; therfore, Mr. Butler knew be had
killed "Old Club-foot- ."
This bear has
ranged on Escvadillo for years and
many have been the calves, and even
full grown cows, that have been slain
by the beast, as proven by the pe

Robert Seis was a visitor
Sweazea school Monday.

of
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BUY A TRACTOR?

.

Shall I buy a tractor? Many New
Mexico farmers are asking themselves
this question. While this is a ques-

the tion
that must be answered by each
farmer for himself, it is answered as
Red Asbrook will build a garage at specifically as it can be In a general
Sweazeavllle 24x60 and a house for a way in Farmers' Bulletin, Number
1299, wheh has just been published.
helper to live in.
The factors which should be conIra Sweazea will give a dance in the sidered before purchasing a tractor as
near future, when he funlshes his brought out In this bulletin are: Size
of farm, kind of soli, topography, the
hotel connected with his store.
work for a tractor to do, the benefits
The report is out that-of a tractor and the drawbacks
of
will be Installed in the Sweazea store
ownership and use.
at an early date.
The benefits of owning a tractor are
the displacing of work stock, saving
Misses Mae and Jewel Campbell in feed, increase In yield and size of
were guests of Miss Margaret Irvin farm, and saving in hired help. The
and were present at the dance Satur- drawbacks are given as first cost, and
day night at Quemado.
cost of equipment.
While this bulletin is written wth
Mr. Newton and wife also, attended the corn belt
primarily in mind, any
the dance at Quemado, Flss Dyson ac farmer can
apply the principles set
companied them.
forth. Each farm is a problem In itself, and the advantage and disadvan,"
when
culiar track by Mr.
Mrs. Will Baum went back to Mag- - tages should be
carefully considered
come
the cattlemen would
upon the dalena
Friday. She has been helping and weighed before a decision is made.
mutilated remains of their stock.
Mrs. Sweazea with her house work.
Ask your county agent or write the
The bear bide is now on exhibition
at the Sprngerville Mercantile Com
pany's store, and measures seven feet
from tlp'ao tip and feven feat across
being literally, "As broad as it was
long." The breadth of its head from
ear to ear is fifteen inches.
Mr. Clay Hunter, noted trapper of
this vicinity, identified the bear as being one he had trapped fifteen years
ago; and on which, at that time, cer
tain cattlemen had offered a reward of
dollars. Mr. Hunter,
wishing to make sure of the reward,
left the bear in the trap and proceed
ed to Sprlngerville to collect the re
ward, however, bing prior to the art
vent of Mr. Volstead and his amend
ment rumor has it, that upon his ar
rival, Clay, partook rather heavily of
something stronger than Bevo; and
upon his claiming the reward for the
bear, the cattlemen would not believe
him and refused to pay it.
Clay returned to the trapped bear,
and climbing an adjacent tree, pro
ceeded to shoot off the trapped foot
of the beof wjth his Me, thus edtUng
him free, "and at the same time giving
the beast the name, when for years he
was able to carry, until the fatal bul
let of Mr. Butler ended his career.

The bringing in of the well of the
located on the
Midwest company,
northern part of the Navajo Indian
reservation, San Juan county, started
a rush of oil men of New Mexico and
the year 1923 gives promise of seeing
active development covering a large
area of northwest New Mexico.
The first well came in for a flow
of 350 barrels a day of the highest
grade oil ever found, running 70.62
per cent gasoline and naptha and
12J2 per cent kerosene. The Mid
west company started a second well
about 11,000 feet from the first, but
after going down about 700 feet found
the hole was crooked and gave it up
and started another and are pushing
this as rapidly as possible, expecting
to strike the oil sands at 800 feet.
The Producers and Refiners company
have started drilling about 20 miles
north of Farmington on the eastern
edge of the Ute Indian Reservation
not far from the well drilled by the
Midwest company during the summer
of 1922 which came in as a 32,000,000
foot gas well,
The Union Oil company of California
has secured a lease on government
land a few miles east of this location
and expect to be drilling as Boon as
material can be brought on the ground
The wells at Azteo have been sup
plying the town with natural gas for
over a year and a contract has just
been closed for the erection of a plant
to extract the gasoline from this gtpi,
The Glade Oil and Gas Syndicate
of Farmington have secured addition
al casing and resumed drilling on their
lease ten miles north of Farmington.
The Shtproek Oil company is unedr
Mrs. Sussie Butler Riggs died at her
contract to start work on their lease
in Floy, March 16 after an ill
home
two miles east of Farmington within
ness of less than a week. Her re
stan
a
secured
ninety days and have
mains were brought to Eagar Saturdard rig. A number of other contracts
day and funeral services were held
for drilling in this section are pending.
afternoon from the L. D. S.
Southwest of Gallup the Producers Sunday
She was born and raised in
church.
and Refiners company is getting in
Greer and was a lovely young woman
About
for
twenty
material
drilling.
years old. Besides
about twenty-tw- o
miles east of Gallup two California
leaves to mourn her
she
her
husband,
syndicates have been securing leases loss two small children, her mother,
and expect to have three wells started
several brothers and sisters, a host of
this spring.
relatives and friends.
movThe Midwest Oil company is
ing drilling machinery to the lands
The Round Valley Chamber of Com
leased from Mr. A. B. McMillen and merce held its regular monthly meetothers. This lease covers the
ing on March 17, in the Apache Tavern.
Tafoya grant, part of the Ignaclo Despite the cold stormy weather a
Chaves grant and permits on govern large crowd was present and much
and plans
ment lands, and is located about sixty business was transacted
miles northwest of Albuquerque. The laid for the coming season. Out of
Producers and Refiners, Texas and a town members present were Messrs.
number of other strong oil companies Orson and Ernest Wilkona from
have secured leases In this section.
A. J. McKay from Kudd Creek,
Since the Midwest company brought Alva Adam from Davis Creek, Jesse
on their well of the Navajo reservation Fears Nutrloso Ranger Station, Mr.
there has been a great rush from all and Mrs. John T. Butler and Mr. and
over the country to secure permits to Mrs. O. L. Haynes from Greer.
drill on government land under the
Andrew Woods made a business trip
terms of the leasing bill passed In 1920
and 451 applications have been filed to Cooley the first of the week.
in the land office at Santa Fe. Two
NUMBER PLEASE
hundred of these applications are on
who had struck one of
man
The
as
the
is
known
proclamation
what
rare
lands belonging to the Navajo Indians. those
This is a trip of land 15 miles wide parties and didn't want to leave it, had
to
directly east of the treaty lands of the made two unsuccessful attempts
the third
Navajo reservaton running south from got into the telephone booth,
the San Juan River about 60 miles. time negotiationing it like a ferry
This strip waB given to the Indians in going into a strange slip. He dropped
1880 but the government reserved the his nickel in.
he cried. "Say
of
the
h'lloo,"
o?
h'llo,
leases
hence
"H'llo,
mineral rights,
thassa good girl.
rights can be granted on these lands gimme Line's Busy,
Aw right.
directly from the government, while H'llo, whassat? Line busy?
out.
.
lease
the
He
staggered
on the treaty reservation
"Lord knows I tried to get her any
must come directly from the Indians
and then be approved by the depart- way, he murmureu.
gion Weekly.
ment of the interior.
In addition to the applications for
prospecting permits which have been
made the state of New Mexico has
leased all of its school lands in northwith your home merchants.
ern McKinley and San Juan counties
IndeMagee's
for oil development.
They help pay the taxes,
pendent,
keep up the schools, build

a

post-offi-

"Club-foot-

for Constipation

It would be hard to find a better
remedy for constipation than Chamberlain's Tablets. They are easy to take
and mild gentle in effect. Give them
a trial when you have need.

roads, and make this a community worth while. You
will find the advertising of
the best ones in this paper.

DATIL

QUEMADO

Dorenio Jlron of Box Lake was In
S. R. Stiles and Skeet attended the
Stockmen's onventlon at El Paso.
Monday.

Miss Vera Dickens is visiting Miss
Otis Watson was an over night
guest at the Lodge Monday and Tues Frances Graham. Miss Dickens is a
Jay night of last week. He went in to sister of Hill Dickens.
.Mugdalenu and on to Albuquerque
Albert Estes was
with Air. Morley Wednesday.
business visitor
here Monday.
Mrs. Harry Stearns left for Grand
Mrs. J. A. Graham gave a party
Canyon and California Thursday
morning. Mrs. Stearns will be greatly Monday evening at her home in honor
missed by her close friends in Datil.
of Miss Sally Ernest and Miss Vera
Dickens.
A large crowd attended.
"There is no truer test of a man's
Hicks Bullock is clerking for the Games were played and
and
qualities for permanent success than Datil Mercantile Co. Irving Frank has cake were served
as refreshmnts.
the way he takes criticism. The little returned to his claim.
Evryone reported a good time.
minded man can't stand it. It pricks
He
John Jones was a business visitor
his egotism. He 'crawfishes.'
Jerry Wheeler came out with friends
makes excuses. Then when he finds Friday last and took supper at the here Saturday.
that excuses won't take the place of Lodge. Mr. Wheeler reported the
Eck New and his two brothers, W.
results, he sulks and pouts. It never drowning of several head of cattle In
W. New and Bill New are visiting
occurs to him that he might profit one of the tanks on the plains.
their brother, Marcus New at Quefrom the accident." EdlBon.
Mr. Morley returned to Datil on the mado.
Extension Service at State College for 18th to meet a bunch of Indian sheep
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Collier made a
herders from Alamo and took them to
a copy of this bulletin.
the Juan Garcia place for lambing.
business trip to Magdalena Saturday
returning Sunday.
Dorrls Simpson made a trip down to
the plains to look after the water tank
Walter Perkins was a town visitor
where the cattle were slipping in, Saturday.
Saturday and helped to repair the
O. G. Wells, Carl
fence.
Leymoure and
Frank Boozeman were In Saturday
Mrs. P. B. Bryan was in Saturday. from their ranch.
She was making the trip from town
In a wagon
A radio concert was given at the
along with W, R. Perdue.
Mr. Edgar Rutter and
Mr. Bryan. school house Friday evening
there
Each one of the men had a load of was a large attendance of local people
and tourists.
freight and feed.
m

Eemingfo

Porta He

TYPEWRITER-- ,

No Shifting for Figures
IN ADDITION

to the

O. D. Collins made a business trip
Friday night one of the Looney
trucks turned over on the grade east to Magdalena Monday.
of Datil. It seems they were
driving
without lights, and they drove too
Tom Ogle and Edward Peters were
close to the grade edge and went over. In from Mr. Ogle's ranch Monday.
Tourists brought the men in and forGrover Powell was a buslnesr visit
tunately no one was badly hurt.
or here Saturday.
Datil has Deen somewhat stirred by
Miss Maggie Fay Irvin attended the
reports of a burried treasure being lo
cated and found in the Whha. House) dance given at Baca Hall Saturday,
canyon, lttumiat be Just one of Uifes
Mr. and Mr: Frank Brown wei in
wild tales oneVbeam, but at present
towii Saturday.
some are taking a great In teres; in the
tale of two Mexicans digging and
BUI Jennings was In from the Brown
finding traaure. The mystery has not Bros, ranch Saturday.
been made

).

Keyboard and the Automatic Ribbon Reverse the Remington Portable has every other

operating feature common to the
larger machines.

Price including carrying case
Cash:

$60

.00
Easy Terms $65.00

SEE IT AT THIS OFFICE

Magdalena Publishing Co.

clear

yet.

H. H. Lisle was a business visitor
Friday last the road work was sud here Tuesday.
denly called off. No one seems to
know just why the work was stopped
(Crowded out last week.)
it was almost
when
completed.
Mr, and Mrs. Ramon Candelaria and
Strange are the ways of big projects Mr. and Mrs. Rafael Candelaria of
it seeme,
Sprlngerville came in Sunday evening
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Rogers Can
Mr. and Mrs. Delametor left Datil
delaria They returned to Sprlnger
the first of the week. Most of the
ville Tuesday morning.
Datil people will greatly miss them as,
have
our
comheld a place in
they
Elolse Baca, daughter of Mr. and
munity life that will be hard to fill Mrs. Jose M. Baca died Thursday
We have not learned Just where Mr.
afternoon with the whooping cough.
Delamter will be transferred.
She was 1 year and 8 months old.

Stan-dar- d

Spend Your Money

Excellent Remedy

NUMBER 49

1923

"FATTER OR PEEVISHER"
From the Topeka (Kans. Journal.
A Topeka woman has been walking
the straight and narrow and also
somewhat painful path of the person
wishing to reduce. She has gone
without potatoes, white bread and
candy for months in her effort to grow
thin. One day her little daughter was
punished because she had been naugh
was
ty. After the spanking ordeal
finished the child sat looking at her
mother with tears running down her
face sobbed, "I don't care if you don't
love me, I don't love you and I want to
tell you something, you're just getting
fatter and fatter every day.'

1

o,

SMILE AND THE
WORLD SMILES WITH YOU
NO NEED OF WEEPING

James S. McCarthy of Washington
Bale Flemp of Salt Lake was a
C, special agent for the U. S. Land business visitor here Monday and

Office, and his assistant, Francisco C Tuesday.
Lucero spent reveral days at the
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Flint of Las
Lodge last week. Mr. McCarthy
out on homestead work and looking Cruces, visited Mrs. Oliver's Mother,
into the matter for the land office,
Mrs. Ed Goodwin here Monday, they
returned to their home In Las Cruces
The store in East Datil Is getting Tuesday.
along nicely in its building and the
"B-- B
Store" wll be open for tourist
Mrs. E. A. Ratllff was in from the
trade in the near future.
Rat ranch Saturday.

The Reynolds' are
the
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Duncan are visit
building and
ing Quemado this week.
the Inside walls, so It will be spick and
Grover Rayburn of Magdalena came
span for the summer.
In Friday for the dance that was given
John Warren and Tom Reynolds at Baca Hall on Saturday.
hauled down a huge log from the canMrs. C. S. Brannln entertained Miss
on Saturday and have made a
fine
Edna Hunnicutt, Miss Edna Engle,
roller for the rye.
Mr. Claude
Miss Frances Graham,
Gophers are the worst ever known Graham, Mr. Fred Engle and Mr.
In the fields above Datil. They will Dale Collier at her home eight miles
have to be killed out or they will take north of Quemado Friday evening at
the fields.
a card party. Every one had a nice
Post-Offi-

dogs are thick again and out
early, which no doubt means spring.

Prairie

time.

Wm. Lee was In from his ranch
seventeen miles north of Quemado,
Mrs. Lawrence went to Magdalena
Saturday.
Saturday on business.
Miss Lila
Miss Helen McLaughlin,
,E E. Engle, postmaster at Quemado Johnston, Miss Edna Hunnicutt, Miss
paid Datil a visit one day last week.
John Mae Evanes, Miss Edna Engle,
G. K. Allison and Fred Engle went on
Last Monday a man from Housten a wlennie roast Monday night. After
Texas stopped over at the Lodge. He roasting wlennles and marshmaltows,
was walking to Salt Lake Utah, we
games were played until time to go
are told, and as he had no feet, but home.
Everyone reported a good time
walked on stilts, using a cane. We and
ready for the next one.
hope he makes it through safely. We
did not learn why he was walking,
Euglne and Henry Baca of Manga
but he paid his way at hotels, so was were business vsltors here Saturday,
not begging as so many "tourists on
Rev. Albert Canova of Montlcello,
foot" do.
N. M. is coming the 16th to hold serMrs. Cleaveland has moved into the vices three days In the Catholic church
of Quemado.
bungalow Mrs. Stearns had.

THE RESERVE

INVENTOR WITH NEW AUTO HEADLIGHT

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

New Language
Being - Planned

that the league gave It was based on
the promise that a universal means of
communication would as time went on
decrease the possibility of Interna
tional misunderstanding.
The Bolshevlkl were quick to seize
on this aspect of a universal language.
Esperanto has made the greatest progress In the Inst few years In Illiterate
ittisoln and In territory continguous tc

Scientists and Industrial Leaders
Indorse the New International Movement.

Uussla.
In Indorsing the movement for t
common tongue the Soviets sought to
bring the proletariat of all countries
together, the Idea being to link them
up by means of a common language.

ARE

PHILOLOGISTS

AT

WORK

Esperanto and Ido Among Those Being
for Universal
Makes Greatest Prog- -'
rets in Illiterate Russia.

Tongue-Esper- anto

Considered

Railroad Man Falls 7
Feet and Only Cuts Chin
William ClTln, a brnkeman on
a Pennsylvania freight train,
fell 75 feet off a railroad bridge

POEM IDENTIFIES

across the Whitewater river at
Richmond, Ind., Into three feet
of water and suffered only a
slight scratch on his chin and a
bad shaking.
In a dense fog, Chin stepped
off the caboose Into space.
He
waded out and climbed up the
river bank without aid.

y

Prof. It. C. Gowdy, professor of physics In the University of Cincinnati,
claims his Invention is the perfect nutomohlle headlight. Nothing hut a piece
of window glass Is necessary In connection with this new safe light, which
eliminates all glare no matter how strung a bulh Is used. It lights h the roadway brilliantly for more than VA) feet ahead. All this Is accomplished by modifying the parabolic reflector so that the light Is distributed properly at Its first
reflection by llutlng the silvered reflector Itself, making speclnl dispersing lenses
or devices unnecessary. As the new headlight has been pronounced legal everywhere, many unto makers are already making arrangements to use this simple
device as stundurd equlpmuut.

REACTION TIME HARD

COIL OVERCOMES

QUESTION

FOR OWNER

IGNITION BREAK
Driver Should Know Value of His
Personal Equation

of Vibrating Devic:
Sometimes Overcomes DiffInterval

Addition

iculties

in

Between
Instant
Elapsing
Sign or Signal Is Given and Necessary Action Started Is Cause
of Many Accidents.

Battery.

STREAM CF SPARKS STARTED

"What Is your reaction time or do
you know the value of your personal

equation?"
Arrangement Is Particularly Effectlvel This has been suggested as a possible question to beput to applicants
In Improvlna Running of Faulty
for motor vehicle Driver's license, ac
Engine at Low Speed Excording to the bureau of public roads
pense It Small.
of the Department of Agriculture,
time Is the Interval of time
The addition of a vibrating coll will that elapses between the instant u
sometimes remedy serious dltllcultles slgu or signal Is seeu and the ueces-aaraction sturted. A driver starts
In an ordinary battery Ignition system.
Such a system supplies a single spurk to pass another vehicle wheu suddenand when the Ignition, carburlzatlon, ly u third vehicle appears which may
block his path. The driver must de
cylinders, and valves are In
condition, that Is sufficient. When, cido whether to pass the vehicle or
however, the Ignition coll breaks down, drop back. If his reaction time Is
the Ignition mechanism and the car- slow he may not realize the danger
buretor become worn or are out of ad- until too late to avert an accident.
Every astronomer who observes
justment, and the cylinders, valves or
valve steins leak, a succession of sparks wueu a stur crosses a hair line in his
Is apt to Improve the running to a telescope and presses a key so that
the time may be electrically recorded
marked degree.
knows that he does not observe the
Steady Stream of Sparks.
fact and press the key nt the same
An ordinary vibrating coll Is substi- time. A correction has to be made
tuted for the regular coll. Therefore, which has been curefully determined
when - the breaker points close, a and is culled his personal equation
steady stream of sparks passes be- It varies with different people.
Timers of a foot race with split- tween the spark plug points. The
second watches will frequently get
different results for the time of the
race.
I
I II
Hie reaction time of some people
Is very slow and undoubtedly Is the
BATTCST
Tj I!
iwrrctt.mi m
cause of mnny accidents. Does the
nubile safety require that such people
be denied
drivers' licenses? The
Lif
TbS!
Bureau of 1'ubllc Bonds Is not yet
ready to advocate such a policy, but
considers that It should be Investigated
ns a possible safety measure.
SCfieAATOft '
T
,

n

y

first-clas- s

0000"
11

In Borne.
Cottrell Active In Movement
Frederick J. Cottrell, Inventor of the
Cottrell precipitation process, now In
charge of the government's fixed nitrogen laboratory, has beon prominent In
bringing the learned scientific and literary bodies of the country to a recognition of the importance of the question.
The last thing one would expect the
bureau of standards to be taking un Interest In Is the question of an auxiliary
The average man thinks of
language.
this highly specialized body as dealing
with millimeters, calories, wave lengths
and atoms. Yet S. W. Stratton, former
chief of the bureau. Is the head of a
permanent committee of the American
of
Association for the Advancement
Science, appointed to keep In touch
with the world progress of a universal
language and to make recommendations from time to time.
The following other academic bodies
in the United States have appointed
committees: The American Council on
Education, American Classical League,
American Philological association and
the National Research council.
The aim of the standing committee
for the
of the American Association
of Science Is, first, to
Advancement
make a searching fundamental study
of the principles Involved In a universal auxiliary language, and, second,
to bring about an authoritative International agreement both as to linguistic
details and as to the practical measures to be taken.
commerce

Framework by Linguists.
Scientists recognize that linguists
must work out the general framework
of fact and Interpretation in a new
The Importance of the man
language.
of science, such as the physicist, for
Instance, lies In his particular aptitude
for recording and analyzing sounds In
speech, Just as the psychologists must
aid In the measurement of mental

ition cott,

ViftRATOS

'

How the Vibrating Coil la Connected.
breaker mechanism Is designed to gena spark at the plug points when
the breaker points ojien, but this device starts a stream of sparks when
the breaker points close, previous to
opening, and this stream continues as
long as the points are closed. Sometimes retiming may be found necessary.

erate

Improves Faulty Engine,
This expedient Is particularly effective In Improving the running of
a faulty engine at low speed because
the series of sparks occur when the
engine Is operutlng on practically a
closed throttle.
The coll Is mounted so that the bottom contact Is grounded on the frnme
of the car or the engine and a wire
Is carried from tlte lower contact to
the top of the distributor. The coll
wire of the circuit breaker connects
with the upper contact, and the other
wiring from circuit breaker to switch
and to battery remains unchanged.
Since a vibrating coil costs little, It
la possible to try out this device without much expense. Installations that
have been used have given such satisfactory results that It may be concluded that a used car fitted with a vibrating coll Is given a new life not
possible even by entirely renewing Its
Ingle spark type of Ignition system.
A. L. B. In Popular Science Monthly.

KNOWN

ABOUT

THEM

6tate Parks Are Pocket Editions of
Our Great National Park 8ystem
Many Planned to Preserve
Historic Places.

What do you know about your
State parks J
l
K

Washington. What Is a state park?
Announcement that the third annual
conference of state parks will be held
at Turkey Run state park, Indiana,
May 7, 8 and 9, gives rise to the question.
"You will search most reference
books In vain for any information
about state parks, an Important fact
that every thinking American citizen
should know," says a bulletin from
society,
National Geographic
the
"though there you will find ample
mention of national parks and city

parks.
"State parks are pocket editions of
our great national park system.
r
places of
"They are the
stop-ove-

the motorist.
'They perch

preserve

on barren peaks and
lovers' lanes

Suggested as Summer White House

AUTOMOBILE
three-fourth- s

i

If you have occasion to remove the
magnets of a magneto be careful not
to drop them, as they break easily.

lit

'

:

Pr

VT"

ysi

Be sure that all hose connections
are changed once a year. Hot water
rots the rubber, loosens up the fabric
which gets In the way of the water,
cutting down the efficiency of the cooling system.
not change Inflation pressure
with change In atmospheric temperature. More damage results from trying to compensate for an Increase In
the tire temperature than Is caused by
the Increase In temperature Itself.
Do

The hours of use of the automobile
will totul more than the hours of use of
the piano, phonograph telephone and
sewing machine. In point of value, the
automobile will far exceed the total
value of these other things.
With two possible exceptions all automobile accidents are avoidable.
These two causes are thi Infrequent
unavoidable skids and accidents resulting from the unheralded breaking of
some vital part of the car.

r

1

TTTbThI

ft

The quick success of the Chevrolet Utility Coup6 has
proved how accurately its designers gauged the transportation requirements of the average busy man.
This fully equipped, modern car combines
reliability, remarkably low operating costs and the
lowest price asked for a Fisher Body automobile.
The mammoth rear compartment is especially attractive to the man who is always moving tools, sample
cases, repair parts for farm machinery, and luggage
of all sorts.
Any Chevrolet dealer will be glad to show you ita
exceptional engineering features.
day-by-d- ay

,

Jbr Economical Trantporlalion

Prices F. O. B. Flint, Michigan

hour's auto ride from "prairie land to
fairyland.'
"In Wisconsin you can rent an is
land for $10 a year.
"State parks save the open play
spaces amid dense populations of the
East and they keep out encroaching
farm lands of the Middle West,
"Rip Van Winkle sought surcease In
skittles from a shrewish spouse, but
the city man today, harried by a hun
dred worries, can take wife and children for a
rest to the hills
where Rip retreated.
"If this sounds like rhapsody that's
what state parks still afford
to
routine-riddecity dwellers.
"Our own porks bear evidence of
our new governmental ideal. Origin'
ally a park, says Noah Webster, was
'an Inclosed piece of ground stocked
with beasts of the chase, held by pre
scription or the king's grant'
"Today a park might be defined as
'an unlnclosed piece of ground stocked
with beasts, not to be chased, or
killed, held by prescription of the peo
ple for their own use.'
Nobody knows exactly how many
state parks there are In 1923. Two
years ago a survey by the national
park service showed that 20 states
had state parks. The movement has
taken such a hold within the last few
years that the park area within
those states has expanded materially
and other states have embarked upon
n

park programs.
"Niagara falls Is nationally known
as scenery, and also as a controversy,
but, In the history of the park move
ment, Niagara is a precedent
"tiartroro. nas a parte which is an
early example of the best sort of
civic publicity and also established a
Search your memory
park precedent.
and see whether you have not forgot
ten most of the statistics and slogans
which greet you upon huge signboards
placed along Uie railway tracks by
trade bodies of many enterprising
cities. But nobody who hns entered

Hartford

The United States Is now producof the
more than
automobiles of the world.
ing

680

The Practical Man's Car

A typewritten poem
Washington.
found on the body of an American sol
dier killed near Blnnrvllle, France,
proved the means of Identifying the
body as that of Thomas O'Keefe, Com
pany D, Three Hundred Sixth machine
divi
run battalion. Seventy-sevent- h
sion.
By tracing the poem to Its author
and checklnff over the lists of the
h
Twenty-seventand Seventy-sevent- h
divisions, searchers ultimately found
the widow of the missing soldier, who
Identified
other articles
nosltlvelv
found on the body.
There were found, In addition to the
typewritten poem, a few coins, a book
with the penciled notations, "Nevada
and
Conner company"
Consolidated
"Still Water Gazette"; also a ring en- All these articles
craved "T. O'K."
were preserved and the army machin
ery for Identification of the unknown
dead In France began Its work.

Movement for Open Play Spaces Itated the lime which formed the magnesium limestone layer of this region.
Has Taken Remarkable Hold
"Prairie Land to Fairyland."
"Iowa Invited Its citizens to an
Within Past Few Years.

LITTLE

tifSKTri

MAN

SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR

State Park Idea
Spreading Fast

beside running brooks.
Lin"They take In such shrines asWhit-comphenomena.
b
and James
Science and technology hns also a coln's birthplace
Riley's 'old swlmmln' hole.
special field of its own In the working
out of technical vocabularies. It Is
"They perpetuate far older history
from the standpoint of unification and than that to be found In history textstandardization of the tools of thought books. Starved Rock park, Illinois,
that the bureau of standards might commemorates the time when Amernaturally be expected to approach the ica's Inland was a sea ; when the cosmic huppenlngs of millions of years
question.
"All the sciences, said a resolution ago deposited the shells and preclp- -

)

oso
WITH

L

Utility Coup

Soldier Also
Widow of American
Claims Trinkets as Those of
Her Husband.

Linguists and
Washington,
philologists are yielding nisi pluce to
scientists and Industrial leadei-- in promoting the Idea of a universal
language. This would seem to
be the inference from the Interest of the American association's commitluken In this question by some of the tee, "are alike Interested in unifying
most prominent men In Uncle Sum's the fundamental tools of thought and
have been notably successful in bo docorps of scientists.
Some of America's commercial lead-er- a ing with respect to our system of numare keeping puce with the men of bers, the arable numerals, the metric
A. C. Bedford, chairman of system, the measurement of latitude
science.
the board of directors of the Standard and longitude, angular divisions, mathOil company. Is among those who are ematical symbols, chemical formulae,
tuklng a keen interest la the question. time and the calendar, notation In music and other technlcnl usages."
The scientists are by no meuns comConsiderable attention has been
mitted to Esperanto or yet Ido as the
universal language of the future. It is given the question of an auxiliary language by the League of Nations. Lord
with them u question of getting universal ugteement on an auxiliary lan- Robert Cecil was a member of a comguage to uld the transference of mittee appointed by the league to conthought und knowledge throughout the sider the question. The consideration
world, linguistic difficulties being now
regurded as the great dividing barrier.
The question Is one of the subjects
on the agenda of the forthcoming gathering of the international chambers of
U.

D.

DEAD

'

Hardware and implements

by

train,

In

daylight,

Is like-

ly to forget the sylvan beauty of Bush- nell park, which adjoins the station
d
with the
Connecticut eap-ltbuilding set on Its central hill.
"Horace Bushnell worked for five
years to persuade his neighbors to tax
themselves to buy Oils tract. Thus
Bushnell park Is a monument marking
the first time In history when the people bought a tract with their own
money to be used as a public park.
A Reversal of Purpose.
"Exactly opposite to the days when
feudal barons used a park to keep
the public, out Is the era when the
essential element of a park Is that
King Auto and Sovereign Pedestrian
must have easy nee ess.
Colorado
proclaims that she has a motorists
camp In every town of a thousand oi
more people. Iowa avers that she hai
more camp site's per capita than any
other state.
"New Tork, with 40 reservations,
comprising 2,000,000 acres, heads thf
list of states In the extent of her park
system.

"Turkey Run state park, Indiana,

where the coming conference will bt
Submitted to the authorities In Washington as a possible summer White held, Is a last stand of the primeval
House Is the beautiful Stotesbury estate at Spring Valley, not many miles dis- forest which once covered practically
tant from Baltlmora The estate was formerly occupied by Walter B. Brooks, all the Hoosler state. It Is especially
Jr., having been a wedding present to his former wife, who was Miss Louise rich In the yellow poplar or tulip tree
Cromwell, stepdaughter of E. T. Stotesbury of Philadelphia. The estate In- of Indiana, the sycamore and th
It has a modern hotel,
cludes 68 acres, with three tenant bouses, barns, garages and stables. The black walnut.
house has 40 rooms and the original cost of construction was over $250,000; electrically equipped, modern plumbing and a steam-beatin- g
system.
the land Is valued at (60,000.

Two Fssseuger Roadster . . $510
Five Passenger Touring . . 32$
680
Two Passenger Utility Coupe
. SSO
Four Passenger Sedanstte
Five Pasienger Sedan
860
S10
Light Delivery

...

Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, Mich,
Motors
Division of General

De

Corporation

Gives Old Capes Glow of New
dyes or tints as you wish

Putnam Fadeless Dyes

Taking It Home.
"What have you there?"
"AH the latest MandaL The New
ing?"
"It's taking all your meals with your York Blurb." Louisville Courier-Journa-l.
friends, my dear."
Her Definition.
"Say, ma, what Is light housekeep

Hall's Catarrh Medicine
Those who are In a "run down" condi
tion will notice that Catarrh bothers
them much more than when they are in
good health. This fact proves that while
Catarrh la a local disease, it is greatly
influenced by constitutional conditions.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE consists o( an Ointment which Quickly
Relieves by local application, and the
Internal Medicine, a Tonic, which assists
in improving the General Health.
Hold oy druggists lor over w tears.
Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Ej, J, Cheney

Relief
Sure
FOR
INDIGESTION

INWGESTWM

6

water
Sure Relief

What Every Hubby Knows.
Wlfey What di you know about
women's clothes?
Hubby The cost.

"Last

Bell-an- s

Hot

ELL-AEX25

AND

75

SS

PACKAGES EVERYWHERE

ChanceforR
xiv
Farms

Virgin

T'HTNK of what you could produce on a farm of virrin fertility, without the
X burden of
cost Think of what
bushel wheat would mean
to you under these conditions, and of dairying and stock raising on cheap pasture land.
In
for
few
a
Land pays
itself
crops no artificial fertilizer no heavy investment.
You have envied the farmer who got his start when land was cheap. Here's your
chance, perhaps your last chance, for the same brand of prosperity.
e

Western Canada
Your Opportunity!

Special Renter's Plan-B- uy

Out of Profits

To aid and encourage the honest worker with,

perhaps little capital, the Canadian Government
has a "Renter's Plan", whereby one may work
a new or improved fsrm "Try it out" for several years if desired and buy a farm of his owa
out of profits.

Western Canada is the farmer's land of opportunity. Thousands of settlers who started not
many years ago with little or nothing, are today
the owners of fine farms, with comfortable
homes and bams, thoro'bred stock, dairy herds
all the marks of prosperity. Yet land is not
dear only $15 to $20 an acre for rich, virgin, prairie convenient to railways. Land is not dear in
Western Canada yet because there is so much
of it But many settlers are expected In 1923,
and now la your epportunity, before the best
farms are taken. Get started. Taxes are reduced, not raised, on land brought under cultiOn farm buildings, improvements,
vation.

Thirty-Tw- o

machinery, personal effects, automobile, etc.
there is no tax at all. Canada wants workers- -it
wants ita land farmed and the farmers,
through their municipal councils, have practical
control of all local taxation.

Get the Facts

Years to Pay

For the benefit of those wishing to buy land, a
national
the
sharing organization
Canada Colonization Association has been established, with head office at Winnipeg, and
United States office at St. Paul. This Association offers selected land convenient to railways
much of It at $15 to $20 per acre on very small
cash payment; no further payment until third
year; balance extended over thirty years, but
purchaser may pay up and obtain title at any
time, if desired. Inter- est six per cent.

v

CoSlS YoU Nothing

Man tne coupon to tne agent mentioned oeiow.located nearest to you. He
is the official representative of the Canadian Government, authorized to
give you lniormation ana assistance, witnout cnarge, and glad to be
of service to you.
Te" something of your position, and
what you are
fer and
descriptive dook wun maps, ana tree service of the Canadian
Government Agent in your territory; also Information how
special railway rates can be arranged for a trip of inspection.

Mail the Coaoon

I

CANATM,

I
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W. V. BENNETT
Desk W, 300 Pater's Trust Bids.

UaH..iJ.
M CC I1UUICSUUI
C

Omaha, Neb.

-

srs still BvallaMa In sobm lemlftlM. Can.
come and
sds welcomes Tourt.t.
see our country No Passports required.

Address Nearest Agent: W. V. BENNETT, Desk W,
100 Peter's Trust Bldg., Omaha, Neb,
ASM
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THE RESERVE

ADVOCATE,

Green, Gray, Red

THE GREAT

Something to Think About
By

EVENT

f. A. UMLKEfc

Three Strong Colors Are in
light for Spring.

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH
It

11

WRIGLEVS
and give your
stomacb a lilt.
Provides "the bit ol

wed" Is. bmtfieiat

V

form.

Helps to cleanse
I the teeth and keep
them healthy.

LOOM

Libyd

Products

Baby Carnages &Furnituro

Ask Your Local Dealer
Write Now for
Illustrated Booklet
32-Pa- ge
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The Lloyd Manufacturing Company

(rviaee4tf.bMe,Ce.)
E
Dpt.

Menominee,

Michigan

(19)

MAN'S
BEST AGE
A man Is as old as his organs ; he
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep
your vital organs healthy with

YOU are resolved to continue
your search for Idlers' island, con
trary to the advice of the experienced,
and those disconcerted souls out at
the elbow who have spent the best
years of their lives In its quest, you
may set It down as an unassailable
fact that you are doomed to sorrowful
disappointment.
The youth who dreams of this mys
tic place, forgetful of his duties to
his parents and his employers, while
he is fitting up his phantom ship to
sail away In pursuit of perpetual
pleasure, Is heading straight to a land
of sorrow and desolation, which he
will find in the meridian of life, when
bis sky Is turning gray and the Icy
winds of winter nip his shivering body
and freeze up his last remaining en-

TF

much

Sense

SWfSgMiaJL-s- a
The world's standard remedy for kidney;
liver, bladder and uric add troubles

Original color easily and safely
restored by Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Color Restorer. A clear, color- less liquid, clean as water. For gray,
faded, bleached, streaked or dye- discolored hair. Write for free trial
bottle. State color or enclose lock
of hair.
Teat It on ona look of hair.

MARY T. GOLDMAN
tMCGokhaaa Bid.., St. Peat Hiia.

Perfection a Phantom.
There Is no such thing as absolute
perfection in this old vale of tears
and laughter and, after a man with
infinite toll and endeavor has got so
that he can remember to butter only
one bite of bread at a time, he la
arraigned in the most severe terms as
soon as the company's gone on account of the size of the bites. Ohio
State Journal.

him.

and the pain of that corn
a
tnUI That's what Dr. SchoU't
c,
Wy. They remoTt th
do
and heal the irritation. Thus
you avoid infection from amine roar
corns or u.ng corrosive acids. Thin; anmtftulr

Sixes for corn, caltiseptic: waterproof.
louses, banions. Get a box today at roar
druggist' or shoe dealer's

DlScholVs

Xino'pads

Unit ta lit Uhrototut of Vu

ScKoO

Ufl. Co., rnakirs ol Dr. ScooWi fool
Comort Jpfliaiuil, Attk Supterti. iU.

Sea, 25c, Oiataitat

EYES SORE?

2S

aW 50c,

Talai2Sc

EYEWATER
t&SS.
Bar al
remedy elnoe

1TM.
a reliable ana ipeedr
Co..
U Thompiipn Bona
ronr druglt'e or John
B1TW Street, Tror, N. I. BUOULKX VBSK

W. N.

U,

DENVER,

NO.
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drink

care;

clouds are gone, tne sun, uie
stars, appear,
And now the world Is beauty everywhere,

The

alchemy transfigures an tne
earth,
Toll now is pleasure, once a weary
round ;
New friends draw near, the old have
greater worth,
The wealth of human hearts my
heart has found.
Now merrily I climb the hard ascent,
But now the grass Is green, the sky
Is blue;
Into each life shall come some great
Event,
And, In my own, that great Event
was Yon.
Some

80

Your
here Is:
That you are at least trying
to be a good mixer.
Get-aw-

by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

,

fTlI

1923, by MoClttro Newspaper
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Syndtoata.)
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old-tim-

rough-surface- d

YOUTH

AND CHARM COMBINED

Industry Is running at top speed. I,
There Is no time to be wasted.
Ing the young men now training for
The executive who requires a week them.
to make up his mind about a change
But none of them will ever be atIn his plant will not hold his Job very
tained without the utmost skill and
long.
the most profound knowledge of the
Important decisions are made al business that Is to be followed.
But they are
most on the instant.
The work of the technical schools
never made on the Instant and made Is harder than ever before, because
right unless a man can carry In his there Is more to teach, and more that
mind all the data on which to base must be mastered clear down to the
1

Kindness Is a language that the dumb
can speak and deaf can understand.
Telling the truth la a business in whlcn
(here la but little competition.

ground.
If you expect to be one
ers of the nation pick out

c.l"TIGHT

O

.
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(

by John Blake.)
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Art In Pottery.
In the Third century B. 0. art In
the shape of glaze came to the rescue
and dragged pottery out of the menial
grayness In which It had remained so
long. Whether glaze was newly Invented In China or copied from western models, It Is Impossible to say.
It certainly had been In use In both
Egypt and Assyria for centuries, and
It is known that in the Han period,
particularly during the reign of Wu-t- l
B. C.) the Chinese succeeded
In getting in touch with their western

neighbors. Anyhow, whether derived
from Persia or discovered Independently, glaze became part and parcel
of the Chinese potter's outfit

(. 1923. Western

Up

Newttppn.r

to

Papa.

SOME

Backacbe.nervonsness, painful times,
feel
irremilaritv. tired and
ings, are symptoms of female troubles.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound should be taken whenever there
is reason to fear such troubles. It contains nothing; that can injure, and tends
to tone up and strengthen the organs
musnroom
This snappy
shape sports concerned, so that they may work in a
healthy, normal manner. Let it help
hat Is trimmed or draped with
as it has thousands of otners. Lydia
lovely silk with Indian print de you
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
The crown Is of fine straw now
sign.
selling almost all over the world,
of lemon yellow. A knob of straw
gives the finishing touch on the
right side.
run-do-

FRECKLES

Hant colors, and rodler crepe still
holds Its place among the season's

favorites.
Plain-colore- d
materials In silk and
wool and wool and cotton are among
the newer fabrics and come In brocade
weaves.
designs and rough-surfuce- d
As the season advances little taffeta
and less foulard will be worn. The
old standbys are still In evidence In
new colorings, and counters are full
of knit silks, thlstldu and cantons.
There are the daintiest designs In
delicate blendlngs on grounds of white
and cream that resemble old Dresden
china and conventional patterns of dlu
monds and squares In blue on grounds
of brick red and dull tans, la silk
crepe weaves that recall the days of
Dolly Varden.
And with all these lovely things to
choose from the woman shopper after
spring wardrobe is going to have
grand and glorious orgy of color and
sheen and spending.

On Unrffhtly SpoU How
to Bemora Eatll.
woman with tender akin drd
Th
Mtrch becauM It la Ukelr to oovr bar
faoa with ugly f reck lea. No matter ho
thick her vail, tha aun and wlnda hava
atronf tendency to make her frookla.
Fortunately for har peace of mind, Otnloo
doubla atrangth maJtaa It poaalble for
aren thoia moat auacaptlble to (raoklei to
keep their akin clear and white. No matter
how atubborn a- eaae of frecklaa yon hare, tho
double atrangth Othlne should remove them.
Get an ounce from your d rug g lit and
beutlah tha freckles. Money back If It fails.
AUreh

Brln

with

FDLEY5.

asasi

your temperature is a little over a
hundred, but the doctor thinks you'll
be better tomorrow." Margery's face
lighted up. "Then, mamma, I can
have my dollar, can't I? Papa said
he'd give It to me If I got a hundred
In anything."
Boston Transcript.

Interestlng Accessories May Be
ranged for Personal Decoration
and for the Home.

Ar-

Very beautiful chaise longue covers
can be made of taffeta with ribbon
ruffles In pastel colorings and garlands
of ribbon roses to beautiful them.
Many of these chaise longue covers
have pillows to match.
The vogue for handkerchiefs for

Margery's school reports weren't
very good, so her father said: "The
first time you get a hundred I'll give
Revenge.
you a dollar." Time went by and the
reward could not be claimed. Then
Revenge is a debt In the paying of
one day the child was taken ill. When which the greatest knave Is honest
the doctor had gone she asked: and sincere, and, so far as he Is able,
"Mamma, am I very sick?" "No, dear, punctual. Colton.

There are so many new and wonder
ful wrist ribbons that a woman can
have a different one for eacn gown.
There are metallic ribbons for dress
Wear, and plain striped bands for tailored.
Four-cornere- d

To Modernize a Gown,
Any woman with a Inst year's evening gown may easily make It over Into a modern one. It Is necessary only
to strip the satin foundation of all
panels, flowers and bows and use It
as an undersllp for one of the new
French tunics of georgette embroidered
In metallic thread or spangles.

ssj

sa

mi wm

World's

1

esttbiithad im

UrgatMllinCh median.

Insist upon Foley's

His Own Medicine.
client, seeking advice from a
young lawyer on how to avoid his
creditors, was Instructed to place all
bis property in his wife's name.
Later the lawyer presented his bill
for services rendered, and received
the following reply:
"Dear Sir: I took your advice and
plnced all of my possessions In my
wife's name and now I have no money
to pay for your i ervlces."
A

HAIR STAYS

COMBED, GLOSSY
Groom"
Combed

"Hair

Hair

Keeps
d.

WAYS WITH THE RIBBONS

ers.

rnlnn

,

ville, Ky.

kerchief.

I

head bands and neckpieces Is current.
Many people can make very attractive
neckpieces by edging plain silk hand
kerchiefs with bright ribbons In floral
effects a rival to the bandanna.
If you want to make a very simple
bandeau, take metallic or soft messa-Hn- e
ribbon and twist It as you would
until a bandeau of the
a chain-stitcrequired length Is done. This may be
finished at each end with ribbon flow-

Rice and Sausage With Cuban Sauce.
Fig Filling for Cake.
Mix two cupfuls of fresh fig Jam
Fry as many sausages as are needed,
having ready two cupfuls of boiled with one-ha- lf
cupful of walnut meats,
rice.
To one can of tomatoes add four tablespoonfuls of creamed butter
a tnmiy siicea onion, a nine cnoppea and four tablespoonfuls of orange
celery, a sprig of parsley, pepper, salt, Juice. Mix and spread on the cake
four tablespoonfuls of sugar, and a while slightly warm.
snltspoonful of curry powder; stew

for twenty minutes, strain, thicken
with a little cornstarch mixed with
cold water. Henp the rice on a hot

V

want

dish, lay the sausage around the edge,
and pour the sauce over all. Garnish
the dish with parsley.
Honey Rice Pudding..
Take one-ha- lf
cupful of honey, two

Vk

)

to follow, and learn all there
Is to know about It.
Then when you are called upon to
use your Judgment you can use It
swiftly, and not go wrong.
Don't ever try to Judge rapidly or Youthful simplicity Is emphasized in
this misses' frock of crepe. It Is
to work rapidly unless you know exdaintily piped in contrasting colored
Such
are
what
doing.
you
actly
Judg
crepe.
ment will result in a costly mistake,
and one costly mistake will end your
career as an executive Just one single
you

of the build- mistake.
the business

cupfuls of boiled rice, one beaten
lf
egg, one ond
cupfuls of milk,
a little salt and cinnamon, and one-haGOOD THINGS
SEASONABLE
cupful of raisins. Mix well and
put Into a buttered mold, sprinkle with
In a moderate oven
"nOR those who enjoy sweet sauces spices and bake
with meats tills will be an appeal- until thick and brown. Serve hot or

0

The doctor said my
only relief was an
operation. I read of
Lydis E. Pinkham's
medicines and tried
the Vegetable Com
pound and the Sanative Wash, and they
surely did wonders
for me. I feel fine
all the time now, also am picking up in
will
tell
I
weight
any one that your
medicines are wonderful, and you may
publish my letter if you wish." Mrs.
Ed. Boehnlein. 1130 Ash St.. Louis

The latest thing In powder puffs Is
the velvet ribbon powder kerchief. It
Is made of a square of velvet ribbon In
the light shades. Or squnrea of velvet
with ribbon edging may be used. It Is
sold that the skin of the face Is protected by the velvety kerchief, as It
will not scratch the skin. The best
known beauty specialists are reported
to have taken up the Idea of the velvet
ribbon as a puff.
Seven-Inc- h
velvet ribbon or even nar
rower should be used for the puff. An
edging of lace or some attractive nar
row ribbon of satin or moire adds to
the attractiveness of this novel hand'

idly.

(187-14-

every month and had

a great deal of pain.

Velvet Ribbon Puffs Favored Because)
They Will Not Scratch the
Tender Skin.

A

ing

Louisville, Ky. "I wish to thank yon
for what your medicine has done for
me. i was in oea tor
eight or nine days

THE NEW POWDER KERCHIEFS

SUCCESSFUL business man said
recently that the old rule of "slow
but sure" no longer applied In industry.
"A man," he said, "to succeed today
must not only do good work, but do
It rapidly."
This Is true In almost every busi
ness. And because it is true, preparation for a business career Is fur more
difficult than It ever has been.
You can learn to work rapidly and
accurately as well, but to do so you
must train very Intensively.
It Is easy enough to make quick de
cisions. It Is possible to make correct
decisions. But no man who does not
know his business down to the last
detail can make correct decisions rap-

Put one on the pain is gone!

Clear Baby's Skin
With Cuticura
Soap and Talcum

me;

who had been busy with so many
things,
The small concerns that seemed so
great to be,
I have been lifted up on sudden
wings.
The night Is fair that once was dark
and drear,
The day Is Joyous that was full of

FAST BUT SURE

MoihgBook
CORNS

And so that song has summoned even
L

R.

PBYSBR
very weak tea;
Of course they have. Your hostess: "How do you take your
tea?" You: "Very weak, please,
one teaspoonful of tea, the rest
hot water, If you please." Hostess (showing you the cup) : "is
this weak enough?" You (eyeing the dark black tea) : "Oh
dear, no that is far too strong."
Hostess: "Very well I will put
some hot water Into It." You:
"Thank you." Hostess : "Is this
right?" You: "No, I am sorry
but If you put the hot water
on one teaspoonful of tea It
would be right, thank yon."
This goes on always and then
there is a laugh, and someone
says, Why drink It at aU? No
one really understands
what
weak tea Is.
You

call.

L Pulham's Vege-

table Compound and Escaped the
Operation Doctor Advised

re-

By

Bigger Jobs, with bigger salaries
and greater responsibility are await--

Ou

Because

fect

When you buy that spring gown,
member three shades lead, green, gray
and red, the latter being a glowing
color of bittersweet berries that has
Its scarlet brilliancy subdued by a yellow cust, notes a fashion writer In the
Detroit News.
As for grays, never were they so
alive, with the tints of dawn and sunset as this spring. All the cold of the
winter skies has been forgotten, and
we have the blush of June overlaying
the ground shade, giving It life without color and shine without brilliance.
Greens range in the duller hues, but
run from light to dark, as fancy favors,
so there Is really little limitation of
choice, so long as the shopper remembers the three degrees green, gray.
red.
This memorized, do whatever
you like.
Fabric designs well, there are
printed crepes In three patterns,
bokhara, named from the Bokhara
rug, from which the design is copied;
paisley and oriental. Fabrics themselves run the entire gamut of liveliness and oddity.
For there is seersucker crepe, far removed Indeed from
e
the
stripes of crinkly cotton,
but In pattern and shadings much resembling the bedspreads that our
grandmothers wove In colonial days.
Then appear ratines,
and dotted with white till they look
like a winter blizzard, and gingham
ratine an entirely new fabric, by the
backway with a sheer gingham
ground through which is woven wide
ratine stripes in plaid design. Rezo
crepe in cotton comes In all the brll- -

HER

FOB

OUTFI

Printed Crepes Are Offered In Interest
ing Patterns Attraotlve Rough-- '
Surfaced Ratines.

JOHN BLAKE

them.

Safe instant
relief from

BETHEL

HAT FOR THE SPORTS

OPERATION

NO

She Took Lydia

Uncommon

OIL

GrayHair

for

The background of his subconscious
self is Btill covered with dream pictures of Idlers' Island, blurred by cobwebs and out of harmony with the
colorful scenes around him, and his
present physical and mental lassitude.
he was
When he was twenty-nv- e
lazy, careless, wasteful and Improvident,' with friends everywhere delighted to help him spend his Inheritance;

Mm

since 1696; corrects disorders; stimulates
vital organs. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for th. Mm Cold Medal on (vary

At You

There is only one e ent at this time
of his existence which really astonishes and startles him out of his self- imposed impoverishment, and that Is,

he cannot build himself up again to
hopeful manhood.
He is pushed and Jostled on the
streets and takes it as a matter of no
consequence; he Is shunned by old
friends who pass him with a sneer,
but there Is not enough tire In his
blood to kindle resentment ; he Is mis
erable and lonely, but so dull in sensibility that he Is unconcerned.
He may sometimes try to brace
himself up as a sudden ray of hope
momentarily flashes across his dark
ened mind, but the effort proves too

Syndicate.)

Has Anyone Laughed

ergy.

LATHROP'S
HAARLEM

now that he Is five and forty, he Is
Obliterating all that was before
destitute and alone, left to drift sea And making all that comes Inconse
ward with the ebbing tide.
quent,
Oh I that he could warn the hotThe measure of our life forever- headed youths of today of their folly.
more.
But he cannot.
He is despised and Some episode our whole career
shunned; ragged, hungry, gaunt and
cold, all because In his earlier days
Some hour of sweetness so surpass
he refused to work, so that he might
ing all
nave time to search for Idler's Island,
Is
truth In all life's faulty lines.
where now he Is Imprisoned for life I It In the
all the songs of birds the per
llil. by McClure ewapaper

(.

Lime-

TN'TOeaoh life shall come some great
Event,

IDLERS' ISLAND

NEW MEXICO
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waste baskets, made

These ends, weighed perhaps with a
nosegay of satin flowers, are allowed
to trail on the floor.
WHERE

TO PLACE

THE BELT

Question of Where the Waist Line
Shall Be Still Holds the Center
of Interest.
The question of the waist line still
holds Interest because no one Is quite
sure what It Is going to do. The consensus seems to be that It will mount
to normal in many cases, remain at
the top of the hips In many others and
occasionally, perhaps, rise above the
natural line. It is certain that many
models will show us the line which
curves at the waist, mounting toward
the front and descending In the back,
or sometimes in the contrary movement. The front Is extremely ample,
for when there Is fullness It Is almost
Invariably massed In front. The fullness of one model Is arranged In three
panels of fine shirring, under which
pass the ends of a square, nprotallke
section which makes a short tunic In
the back and comes toward the front
to tie in a bow.
Apparently everything Is going r,o tie somewhere In the
spring.

of ribbon In the same' colors as the
Interior decoration of the bedroom, are
easily made. The baskets are lined in
a contrasting color, and ribbons placed
In verlcal or horlzoltal bands around
Camisole Ribbon.
the basket, and bound at the top and
There is an Interesting new camisole
edges with gold ribbon or metal galloon. Front of basket can be trimmed ribbon on the market, which has room
for a drawstring at the top and botwith a spray of ribbon flowers.
Instead of a train, some of the danc tom, and needs only the drawstrings
now merely and the ribbon shoulder strap to make
ing frocks for young girls
Utilize the ends of wide ribbon girdles, the finished garment.

GROOM
Keeps Hair

.

T

Combed

(1

It Fins for Hair! Not
Sticky, Greasy or Smelly.
from any
Get a Jar of "Hair-Groodruggist for a few cents. Even stubborn, unruly or shampooed hair stays
combed all day In any style you like.
"
Is a dignified combing
cream which gives that natural gloss
effect to your hai- rand
that final touch to good dress both in
business and on social occasions.
''
Greaseless, stainless
does not show on the hair because it
is absorbed by the scalp, therefore
your hair remains so soft and pliable
and so natural that no one can pes
slbly tell you used It.
Millions Use

d

"Hair-Groom-

THE RESERVE

foreign
The British

NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK

OF

WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED

FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.

steamship Merville was
sunk off Stecnbank, on the coast of
Holland, with the loss of twelve lives.
Eighteen Irregulars, Including some
men of Importance, were arrested recently at Uallyconnel and Tlpperary.
It Is said they had arms and documents In their possession.
The viceroy of India, Lord Reading,
believes that radical animosity In India has beegun to decline, and that a
in advnnclng the
closer
work of reform Is now to be expected.
He expressed these views at a recent
dinner at Calcutta of the European association.
United States Senator Hiram W.
Johnson arrived at Cherbourg recently
on board the steamer George Washington, from New l'ork. Mr. Johnson said
he had come to Europe after four
years of parliamentary work to rest
rest and not to Investigate, as It has
been said he would.
The German population of the
district has been
Recklinghausen
warned by General Lalgnelot, commanding the district, that If any
further French troops are assassinated
or ambushed, the burgomaster
of
Buer, who Is held as a hostage, together with four other town officials.
will be shot at once as a measure of
retaliation.
The foreign office at Paris received
a detailed synopsis of the Turkish government's reply to the Lausanne peace
proposals. From the synopsis It ap
pears that a large number of the pro
visions
of the Lausanne treaty are
culled Into question, and thut acceptance of the Turkish contentions would
Involve drastic changes in the original
draft of the treaty.
The good humor of Alexander P.
Moore of Pittsburgh, new American
ambassador to Spain, averted a
diplomatic incident recently in Paris, when the chief French
customs Inspector refused to honor
Moore's
ambassadorial
passport.
Muore was able to obtain his trunks
after Interpreters were engaged for
two hours In straightening out the tan-gl-

New Mexico
State Items

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Big Moonshine

PLANS PEACE

Plant Near Washington Raided
"

NEGOTIATIONS
GERMAN RESISTANCE

Roy Davis, a prisoner In the Artesian jail, made his escape the other
day when the officer In charge brought
In the supper for Inmates.
Lem Crume, an employe of the Por-tale- s
electric light plant, was Instantly killed when he fell from a plutform
about six feet high to the concrete
floor below.
Ogden Emery, well known civil engineer, was Instantly killed In an automobile accident at Furmlngton, N. M.,
where he was employed by the Midwest Oil Company.
The
Mining Company
of Lordsburg Is ngaln shipping ore to
the blc smelter In El Paso. This is
one of the best sliver propositions in
the southern part of the state.
The Santa F6 railroad Is planning
big improvements on the Silver CityDoming line during the summer. Part
of the program will be the rebuilding
of most of the bridges so that larger
engines may be used.
Will Lange and Charles Harris, who
say they are bakers from Los Angeles,
were turned over to New Mexico authorities at El ruso on fugitive of Jus
are alleged to
tice warrants.
They
have held up a manager of n garage In
Lordsburg and to have carried the
manager 110 miles from home.
Lawrence Sims, an employe of the
E. P. nnd S. W. and In charge of the
pipe line near Duran, wns Instantly
killed when the motor which he was
running, was struck by an extra train.
The collision occurred during a blind
ing snow storm and It Is thought that
the nmn did not see the approaching
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IS WANING

FRENCHMEN

RUHR,

ASSERT.

DECIDE NOT TO STRIKE
MINERS

AT

CORDING

WALLTRAUT, AC
REPORTS TO

TO

REMAIN AT WORK.

'

Essen. The passive resistance Inaugurated by the Germans when the
Mrs. R. E. Barrett of Seaside, Ore.,
French marched into the Ruhr is bereceived notice
that she had been
to show modification In variginning
town
of
elected city manuger of the
ous parts of the occupied area, accordWarrentun, Ore., located near the
mouth of the Columbia river.
ing to French announcements. This Is
still that
Revenue Agents Fowler and Elliott stundlng beside a boiler that was used In operating a
accepted in French circles as an Indi- was seized In a raid In Prince Georges County, Maryland, near Washington. Fifteen revenue agents raided the place
Henry Wllkuns, garage mechanic,
was acquitted of the murder of his
cation of weakening by the German of- and battled for three hours with 20 bootleggers.
wife by a Jury in Superior Court in
ficials, as a consequence of continued
San Francisco. It wag his second trial,
reports that Berlin Is planning to make
the schoolhouse and came back to
the Jury disagreeing In his first trial.
definite proposals soon designed to
North Adams with the boy In the auRubbers broke into the Olympla
tomobile.
He had been at home but
bring about negotiations for peace.
(Wash.) postofflce recently, drilled
a few minutes when another call came
The ober president of Westphalia,
their way Into the money order vault,
for him. A woman was dying In
part of which is In occupied territory,
blew open the stamp safe and escaped
Clarksburg, several miles distant He
at
officials
German
has
authorized
the
with stamps valued at between $15,000
started out without hesitation and was
In
towns
Durtraund
other
and
Bochum,
and $20,000.
able to make this trip In his car. When
the French area, to confer with the
E. J. lledeil, manager of the Hotel
be got back, long after midnight, be
concern
officers
French
commanding
Clunie of Sacramento, and one of the
was nearly wornout from his experidetails
pering requisitions and other
most prominent hotel men In the state,
Automobile Blocked by Snow
ences, but the next day he was attendwas arrested following the shooting of
taining to the occupation. Heretofore
ing to his calls as usual.
Lives
PerJungle
Complete
Makes
Drifts, Physician
his brother, Milton Bedell, who Is said
the local government officials, by orin Big Volcano's Crater
to bo In a critical condition. The shootilous Trip to Save Child.
der of Berlin through the ober presi
"CRIME WAVE" STIRS SYDNEY
ing followed a quarrel In which Milton
dent, have refused to consult with the
A complete Jungle In the crater
Bedell Is said to hare attempted to
French In any way whatever.
Australian City of 800,000 Aghast at
of an extinct volcano In Africa
break Into bis brother's room.
train.
A meeting of miners at Walltraut,
654 Arrests In Six
T. A. Barnes,
ALL IN DAY'S PRACTICE
SAYS
described
was
by
e
Plans for a state convention of
Called.
On the highway department's recom
an English scientist, upon his araccording to French reports, decided
In
be
held
to
Seattle
employes
mendation strict regulations are Im not to strike at mines where coal was
rival In New York city from an
meeta
were
made recently at
July 4,
Snows This Winter
posed on motor trucks In II. B. 341,
Sydney, Australia. So accustomed
exploration trip to the center of
requisitioned for army purposes only. Unusually Heavy
ing of supervising employes of the
Is Australia to having a lawobldlng citiMount Kilimanjaro, In the Tanpassed during the closing hours of the Muny of the
In New England Impose Severe
r
strikes
Seattle, Everett, Xacomu, 15elllnghain
Legislature, and sent to Governor Illnzenry that a total of 654 persons
ganyika district of Africa.
Hardships on Country Doctor-- Use
have been due to the determination of
and Olympla postofflces. More than
scientist said that at least
The
charged with crime In six months in a
In Dulshurg nod else- kle. According to the highway depart
Germans
The
Common,
of
Snowshoes
the miners not to dig coal for the
2,000 postofflce employes from all
of 800,000 Sydney Is considered
in the
ment, these trucks cause more damage
are
animals
75,000
living
city
In
where
area
the
Belgian occupied
of French, even when It was explained
parts of the state are expected to at- have
a crime wave, and the premier of the
crater elephants, tigers, leopon a thirst strike. This is to the hghways than any other class
gone
tend the convention.
traffic.
that the coal was not for shipment to
state has called a conference to deal
ards and rhinos. The crater is
due to the
by the Belgians of
of France or Belgium, but for local army
To Inconvenience the traveling pub- the rule "noudoptlon
H.
Jonathan
President
he
with the problem. It will be proposed
and
a
Wagner
the
feet
think
ever
Did
of
deep,
said,
2,000
you
no
wine"
a
us
method
tax,
annt
lic through neglecting to post In rail- of
Las
the
Normal
the minimum Jail sentence be six
of
with
Vegas
hero?
that
State
Garden
a
as
veritable
In
districts.
the
doctor
Eden,
occupied
country
requirements
Inducing payment of the recently nounces
months.
the appointment of 11. D. McAlthough all but 184 of the
way stations the exact time each pas- Imposed tax on wines,
a lake three miles long.
Don't you think this one a real
and toThe prison guards and officials at
liquors
654 persons arraigned were convicted
senger train Is due to arrive is In vio- bacco. The Germans are refusing to Cllntock, former school superintendent Dusseldorf who went on strike when
one?
or pleaded guilty, It Is felt that the
of Otero county, as principal of the
lation of the Montana state law and pay the tux and the
the French began bringing In German W.
Belgians are seizhas shown undue leniency In
Is punishable by a fine of $50 to $200,
school department of the Institu
Judiciary
sentenced
the
French,
ing, locking up and guarding the wine high
by
tion. Mr. McCUntock was born In prisoners
North Adams, Mass. In this winter found he had missed the trail, and dealing with criminal cases.
according to a communication which cellars.
to
to
be
General
Simon
have
applied
has been scut all Montana counties by
Sparta, Illinois, nnd received his edu- allowed to resume their duties and the of heavy' snows In New England, the brought up against a barbed wire
cation at Geneva College In Pennsyl
Eugenics Test In Vienna.
Wellington B. Ilankln, state attorney GENERAL
country doctor has been subjected to fence.
He followed the line of the
the request has been granted.
All creditors of the Lincoln Motor vania, receiving a Bachelor of Arts de
unusual hardships. With hill roads fence for some distance, but could not
Vienna, Austria. Of 424 candidates
general.
Car Company, purchased lust year by gree from that Institution.
blocked by drifts for days, and some- relocate the wood road. He was almost for matrimony who presented themWASHINGTON
Shot Down in Graveyard Clash.
have
Ford ut a receiver's
times weeks at a time, he has had to exhausted and was on the point of selves during one month at the newly
Declaring the bill was ulmed at his
women llenry
The names of twenty-on- e
been relmou sed In full by Mr. Ford.
Enid, Okla. The reports of a fatal resort to many expedients to reach pa- discarding his overcoat to lighten his established municipal department for
county, Representative A. W. Drake,
have been approved by Acting Secre. D. W. Davis, former governor of IdaHarding, made a stiff fight and sever clash at the church yard were received tients In Isolated farmhouses. The use burden when he saw the light of a "advice in matters of matrimony," the
tary Davis of the war department und
in attendance granted ceral speeches on II. B. 240, providing for recently by oil men In Tulsa nnd Ponca of snowshoes has been common nnd
ho, was, sworn in us special assistant
will
on
be
swinging lantern. He shouted, but physicians
noted
the
officially
army's
the removal of county seats, In the
the sound of his voice was drowned tificates to only 30 per cent.
It was reported that a truck one physician had built a special
roll of honor for distinguished and ex- secretary of the Interior, lie is to act
City.
House.
According to Drake, the In
as personal uide to Secretary Work.
equipment for his motorcar.
by the wind. He stumbled toward the
unloading oil well materlul, was
ceptionally meritorious service during
tent behind the bill was to change the driver,
One of the outstanding feats of perLands on Sierras.
C.
Kenneth
of
and
new
20,
war.
at
the
the
light and finally tqame up wilh the
list
Rlchenbach,
down by a farmer on guard
Jay
Approvul
struck
nnd
from
seat of Harding county
severance In the face of difficulty
Reno, Nev. Pilot Clare K. Vance
bearer of the lantern, a young woman
who in turn was shot
church
brings the total .number of names to P. Brown, 28, reserve officers of the county
the
yard,
was
to ltoy. The bill
was that of Dr. John H. Riley, of the sick child's family. She had made the first successful landing of an
passed
.
United States army air service, were Mosquero
another truckman. Members of the danger
by the House, 23 to 22; but killed a by
the oldest physician In this city. The ventured out in the hope of meeting air mall plane on the crest of the
Association
View
Prairie
Cemetery
The federal farm loan board, at the burnci to death at Fort Bliss when the
w hours later by the Senate, 14 to 4.
Sierra mountains, when, after running
January snowfall in North Adams was him.
have maintained an armed guard about 39
conclusion of a three-daconference Do llavlland plane In which they were
inches, and in the outlying towns
One or the most important teatures
had done all he out of fuel, he nosed his ship into 14
Doctor
to
a
After
E,
Riley
crushed
the
since
Charles
making
flight
church
practice
the
federal
laud bank presidents,
yurd
with the
of the vast postofflce system of the
among the Berkshire mountains the could for the sick girl he borrowed feet of snow covering an artificial lake
gave assurauce that runners of the ground In full view of hundreds of United States Is the protection It of- Knox, Enid oil operator, started prep wind swept the snow Into huge drifts.
near Summit, CaL
lease
on
his
well
dry clothing, walked down the trail to at Soda Springs,
a
to
sink
country will have the benefit of the spectators.
one evening, when a blizzard
fers the general public through the aratlons
Early
covers
church
the
yard.
Eight hundred vorkmen ut the El protective statute which authorizes the which partly
government's financial aid, authorized
was raging Doctor Riley was notified
In the recently enacted rural credits Paso smelting works received a 10 per
to exclude from the
that a little girl was apparently dying
general
postmaster
legislation, by the time the spring cent Increase In wages. A unit for the mails uny matter he finds fraudulent,
Herrin Mine Is Closed.
from pneumonia in a farmhouse on the
electrostatic precipitation of solids Judge John H. Edwards of WashingA boy who
planting begins.
Herrin, 111 The Caloric Coal Com- side of Florida mountain,
Four new stamps of the complete from smoke, which will save 90 per ton, solicitor for the Postofflce Depart- pany, which recently purchused the had manage" to work his way down
Million
and Half United States was 5,549,185, with
Than
roads In an More
whose nationality was unknown,
new series to be Issued by the Postof- cent of metals from escaping smoke ment, said In un uddress before New Lester strip mine, ut which the rioting over the
soot
.
of
and Mexico postal employes at Albuquer-Luethe
This last number were aliens who had
Trained in Citizenship.
flce Department have been placed on and eliminate much
In the automobile brought the word.
last
occurred
resulting
June,
not filed applications for citizenship
Starts Up on Foot.
sale at the department philatelic agen- fumes, is to be Installed at once at a
men, announced
deaths of twenty-sibeen announced,
and probably Intended returning to
Doctor Riley Immediately started out
cy. The department said the new cost of $50,000, it has
April 0 has been set by Judge Edwin it was dosing the mine indefinitely.
The largest single zinc ore purchase Medium of Albuquerque us the date Lack of orders was ascribed as the with the boy In tire car. A high wind Government Seeks to Reach Those their native countries.
stamps would be sent to postoffices
wns blowing and when they reached
Whenever a candidate for citizenship
only when the present supply In their ever made In the Joptln, Mo., district for the double hanging of Charles reason.
Who Fall to File for Naturalizaan exposed point on the main highway,
flies his petition the name Is obtained
denominations Is exhausted. One of was recorded recently when the Amer Smelcer und W. C. Lafavors, convicted
tion 5,549,185 Aliens Now in
so
that
snow
the
drifted
had
the
badly
ican Metal Company bought 10,000 on the charge of killing Sheriff W. L.
denominathe new stamps Is of
by the bureau of naturalization from
United States.
Miner Killed In Explosion.
car stalled. The physician, wearing a
the clerks of courts. These names are
tion and bears a portrait of President tons from the Commerce Mining und Rutherford of Otero county. The trial
was
One
Kan
miner
his
Pittsburg,
heavy fur overcoat nnd carrying
Cleveland. The others are a
ltoyalty Company. On the busls of the and conviction of the two alleged murschools es- given to school officials In the locality
D.
C
Night
Washington,
In
an
medicine case, Btarted on foot up the
In which the petition was filed, and
stamp, bearing the picture of a buffa- market price, $18.50 a ton, the amount derers concluded with a death sen- killed nnd five others Injured
naturalizaat tho mine of the Thomp- mountnln toward the farmhouse, sev- tablished by the bureau of
days of the explosion
so a letter Is sent to the candidate urging
lo; a $2 stamp with a picture of the paid for ore was $180,000. Joplin oper- tence within twenty-threLabor
of
the
tion
of
Department
United States capltol, and a $3 stamp, ators believe that not only u local rec killing, und set a record in New Mex- son, Roberts & Gesslein Coul Company eral miles distant. On his way he met that aliens seeking citizenship may ob- him to attend the classes.
miles northeast two men walking down. They urged
An offlclul of the bureau of naturalbearing the head of "America," tuken ord was established, but thut It Is a ico courts for such a case, uccordlng at Mulberry, fourteen
educational training
of Pittsburg.
him to turn back, declaring that he tain the necessary
to court offlduls.
world's record.
from the statue on the capltol dome.
are proving highly satisfactory, accord- ization said he believed the plan for
alive.
storm
the
could
not
get through
Search for the supposed slayers of
A decline of 20 per cent In the avAn engineer was killed und a cartraining aliens for citizenship is one
ing to officials of the department.
Men Indicted as Counterfeiters. He refused.
the beginning of the service of high Importance to tho country beSince
erage value of plowed lands through- load of livestock was burned to death Lassaro Martinez und Santiago Sllva, Six
some
distance
the
had
After he
gone
Six men, alleged
San Francisco.
a million and a half candi- cause it makes for more Intelligent
out the country la shown In a statis- when two freight trains of the Chicago, prominent New Mexico
ranchers,
who had succeeded In starting the more than
tical survey made by the Department Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad crashed whose bodies were reported found by members of a $100,000 counterfeit ring boy, overtook him. They were able to dates for citizenship have been directed citizens.
of Agriculture. The average value at Leaf Klver uear Chicago, in a blind- a posse, ended abruptly when Martinez extending from San Francisco to Se- car, to n schoolhouse, a mile and a In the training classes. Communities
"Many of the aliens who come to
drive
per acre on March 1 this year was ing snowfall. The dead man was J. walked Into the sheriff's office ut Lus attle, were indicted by the Federal half from the farm where the girl wns have been awakened to the need of the us remuln only a few years, returnIntheir economic value, ing to their homes for extended visits,"
tOO.53, the department
reported, as Begun of Savannah, 111. Ills train Cruces and confessed he killed Sllvu, grand Jury in San Francisco. The
ill. There they ran Into drifts classes and to
"Old World surroundings,
his boyhood friend, while they were dictments charge the men with having lying
thus afforded has he said.
compared with $09.89 on the same date struck the rear end of the other.
all further progress. The and the
that
stopped
manufactured und distributed counter
last year, $83.78 In 102L
resulted In greater efficiency and after living in America, soon pall and
In the span of a little more than two on a hunting trip near Itincon, N. M.
from
this
farmhouse
to
the
highway
they return to this country. After this
Interest.
One of the richest veins of silver ore feit $20 federal reserve notes on the
The first operation under the
generations the United States lias
point was hidden under snow mnny keener
This system, it is said. Is weak in experience they are ready to attain
debt
the leading position among all ever discovered In the state was struck Pacllfc coast. Several other men ure un feet deep and Doctor Riley, familiar
funding agreement
establish contact with citizenship. How much better preder arrest In Seattle In the same conMin
took place, when (Jreat Itrltuln made nations In the volume and vuriety of in the mine of the
with the region, struck Into a wood thut It can only
The nection. Those Indicted here are: E. road where the forest provided some those aliens who take some step toward pared they would be If, during their
n payment of $4,028,000 to the United Its manufactured production, the numing Company near Lordsburg.
or first visit, they had attended classes In
citizenship. In 1920 the numher
States treasury through the federal re- ber of wage earners engaged In manu- vein Is reported to be over 7 feet wide C. Nlcodemus, Robert Yates, Fred El- protection from the gale.
male and female aliens In the public schools."
known
serve bank of New l'ork. This first facturing, the power applied to pro- and Is getting better every day as the kus, John Coy, J. O. Sllva and Frank
he
suaaeniy
Plodding along slowly
Cole.
Ofpayment was made to reduce the total cesses and the value of products, the development work progresses.
of
that
the
mine
to
debt
ficials
In
in
the
an
say
British
$4,000,000,000,
national conference board says
charge
Those who, through their long servamount upon which the funding agree analysis of a recent census of manu- there la every indication that this will
ice for the state are entitled to draw
Boasting on Train Leads to Suit.
silver
Into
one
the
toof
best
ment was predicated.
pro
facturers. "From 1849 to 1919 the
develop
New York. A casual conversation
pensions, will be accorded that privibetween passengers In a western PullStates cannot impose taxes on mort- tal value of products manufactured In0 positions In the southwest.
served for a period of 40 years. All lege under the new decree. They also
Dismisses Incapable employees who, by reason of Incapac- will be allotted on retirement a sum
Mussolini
According to reports reaching Silver man car a year ago, which was overgages negotiated by the Federal Farm the United Stutes rose from
and City the Big Four group of claims near heard by a Federal revenue agent, led
to nearly $02,:00,0O0,0O0,
equal to six months' pay. Those who
Loan banks, the Supreme Court held
ity, are not able properly to perform have
Employees of Government.
served less than twenty years
recently. It overruled a decision of the the number of wage earners employed the Gila river, will soon Increase the to an Investigation which resulted In
the functions for which they are emwill receive as many months' pay as
This
with.
courts In Alabama which upheld a tax In manufacturing from 057,059 to
to
shipments of fluorspar to 100 tons per the filing In the Federal District Court
be
are
dispensed
ployed,
In the first twenty years of day. At the present time the ship of an equity Income and excess profits
of 15 per cent per hundred In accordwill include those whose services are years they have spent in the state
tons a day tax suit for $1,790,842.44, with interest, Efficient Service Is Goal of Premi- er- not deemed satisfactory by their su- service.
ance with an Alabama law on a mort- this century the personnel of manufuc-turl- ments are about twenty-fivAll
of
Out
Industries more than doubled, but this wl(l be increased during the from 400 individuals and corporations
Thorough Weeding
gage of the Federal Farm Loan Bank
periors,
while the total value of manufactured
V. Cros-land
Deadwood In Government Bupresent month. A big market for the In the United Stutes and Canada. The
at New Orleans, signed by
A thorough weeding out of all
reaus Is Taking Place.
of Montgomery county. State products In 1919 was approximately ore has been found In Birmingham and defendants are stockholders In the
In all branches of the governJudge's Heart Flops as
times the total In Chicago and the mines will be operated Warren Realty and Development Comment service is to take place. The
laws In conflict in this respect were five and
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LACK POWER OF DESCRIPTION

HAPPENINGS

Average Person Unable Accurately to
uenne Things Tht Are in
Commonplace

Use.

It

seems rather strange, but there
of things which we
Know well enough and yet are totally
uuume 10 describe accurately.
in some cases, to give a descrtotlon
of an ordinary common object may require special scientific knowledge, in
others it seems as though It ought to
De simple enough to anybody
and yet
noDouy can do It I
An example of the former class Is
shown by the joke which was common
a little while ago, of asking people
wnat a spiral staircase Is. It takes a
headquarters on the acreage and cost mathematician to define a spiral, and
I
of production of each, crop In each the averuge person finds It easier to
i
J
trace one with his finger,
crop area.
But suppose some one Is asked how
Establish a central bureau to compile statistics thus gathered, study he distinguishes between beef and mut
That requires no specialized
market and price conditions, and Issue ton!
periodical Information and advice to knowledge, but the chances are that he
members as to acreage to plant and will be hopelessly floored. Yet when
he sees them both he will know each
favorable time for marketing.
rIn brief," said Mr. Townley, "the In a minute. Even then he will Drobplan is to get cost of production and aD'y still be unable to explain exactly
i
i
JLTINNEAFOLIS, MINN. A natlon-wid- e a fair profit for furmers through vol- - now he recognizes them.
combination of farmers to untnry
Again, suppose some imaginary per
and understandcontrol production and stabilize agri- ing by each member of local and gen son of ordinary Intelligence had never
seen any flowers and had no Idea what
cultural prices was launched here with eral organizations.
A. C. Townley, founder of the Non"The organization will be started In they were. How many people could
tell him so that he could recognize
partisan league, as Its head. Seventy-fiv- e several states at once.
It Is
farmers from Northwest states
and nonpartisan
and will them in future? Probably no one, not
even the greatest botanist
are the originators of the new nation- take no hand in politics."
Other things which would seem to be
al producers' alliance, decared to be
Twelve men were named on a na
ft nonpolltlcal organization.
The new tlonal committee.
They are: N. K. easily and simply described really often
organization proposes to:
Wicks, Brantford, N. D. ; Dan Eliason, require quite a lengthy explanation.
Organize the farmers Into precinct Crooks, S. IK ; Herman Meyers, Hoop For Instance, to make the appearance
units on an Intensive organization er, Neb.; C. J. Diedrich, Selden, of a book plain to anyone who didn't
plan much like that of the Nonparti- Kan.; O. S. Evans, Neosha, Mo.; L, know would necessitate a fairly com
san league.
J. Kalvlg, Kanasha, la. ; Louis Larson, plete and detailed account of the
Cause farmers to. keep accurate ac- Harris, Minn.; W. L. Andrews, Gene- - process of bookbinding.
A man was once asked to describe
counts as to crop acreage and costs, seo, 111.; Arthur T. Harvey, Hillings,
with quarterly meetings of precinct Mont.; T. L. Crews, Eureka Springs, (without making any diagrams, of
units to compare costs of Individual Ark.; O. M. Tronans, Boise, Idaho, course) the appearance of a violin. He
farmers and make reports to general and D. W. Hollywood, Arapahoe, Colo, soon got into difficulties and gave It
up I
The reason for this curious Inability
to explain common tilings Is that we
N'York-Chicag- o,
are never called upon to do It Neither
has anyone ever explained them to us.
TVTEW YORK. Marshall Field and
are shown flowers from infancy
People
William
Wrlgley of Chicago,
and get to "know" them without realiz
Franklin D. Roosevelt, former Demoing why or how they do It. It Is the
cratic candidate for vice president of
same with thousands of commonly oc
the United States; Owen D. Young,
curring "familiar" objects.
rice president of the General Electric
tarn mor oiotmrao trurtoetomoo A man having once seen a violin
1
.
company, and other leading business
would recognize another at any time,
R EATER NEW YORK, having anmen of the United States, are mem
but any amount of verbal description
I
nexed pretty much everything In sight
I
SU'r I
bers of a corporation which has defi
of it would leave him almost as much
that does not belong to New Jersey,
nitely decided to start a dirigible air
in ignorance of what it looked like as
and
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts
service between New York and Chicabefore.
Connecticut and thereby accumulated
go, according to former Assistant Seca population of about 0,000,000 is
Detroit, Mich. Airplane service be
retary of War Benedict Crowell, one
When Money King Loses Out
going to celebrate its tercentenary.
of the directors of the corporation.
tween Detroit and Chicago will be in
When Rufus Kayne has come his crop
flaT In fact, there will be at least two
Mr. Crowell said that the American augurated by the Dare Aircraft com
' ''itW' " M
1
1 P
1 R
per in frenzied finance, In Arthur
Tr .TV I
celebrations and probably more. The
1 Si
Investigation corporation had report: pany before the end of the summer, Train's novel of New York, "His Chireason Is seen In the following out
ed favorably. The backers of the and this Arm also hopes to establish ldren's
Children," he unburdeus him standing dates In New York's early history:
will
traffic
form
another
between
Detroit
and
project
corporation, passenger
self to young Mnltland :
1023 The Dutch West India company founded
the General Air Service, which will Cleveland before the end of the year,
' 'And the queerest part of all is that a
permanent settlement on Manhattan Island.
be the operating corporation.
It Is announced.
Large cabin
since that time, ever since I've been
1020 Peter MInult,
director general of New
Mr. Crowell said investigation had
planes are to be used. They down and out, I've had a sense of be
MantTattan Island from the
Netherlands,
purchased
convinced its backers that the United will be of the variable camber type, ing In luck of relief
Indians.
States could go ahead with the devel- similar in design to European passen
sort of business.'
1604 King Charles of England granted to his
j
92S?
opment of a line far surpassing the ger planes.
Maltland had lit his pipe again and brother the duke of York (afterward James
II),
famous Zeppelin service, operated
more
Dutch
500
Present plans of the company call was leaning back against the wall.
guenots
than
(French
Protestants),
carloads
of
onions,
large tracts in America, Including the them home. At this time there were and
with marked success !n Germany be- for the rate of fare between here and
' 'If you really feel that way,' he Dutch
English. Settlements were made from California more than 100 car
possessions of New Nether- only two permanent settlements on In all directions.
sucwas
fore the war. The advantage that the Chicago not much in excess of present said, 'there must be a reason for it'
MInult
loads
of
carmore
200
than
tomatoes,
lands. Richard Nicolls In command the Atlantic coast, St. Augustine
ceeded by Van Twlller, who Is respon- loads of celery, and more than 5,000
Americans will possess lies in the railway fares. The planes will make
'Of course there's a reason!' an of an
NetherNew
took
fleet,
English
(Spanish, 1505) and Jamestown (Eng- sioie ror uovernors island. Kent, re carloads of
the trip to Chicago In less than two swered his client eagerly. 'If you knew lands without fighting. New Amstermonopoly that America has In helium,
grapes ; from Florida 1,00(1
lish, 1007).
a
sponsible for the Indiun war of 1043 cars of cabbage and 1,300 cars of letgas which Is almost hours. The company expects to place the whole story you'd understand Itdam became New York.
In 1021 the states general of the which
as
as light
ten planes In regular service.
Just as I do. We're all of us walking
hydrogen.
1873 A Dutch
fleet retook New United Netherlands granted a charter came nearly depopulated Manhattan, tuce; from Washington More than
next. Then cunie Peter
2,000 carloads of apples; from Colothe tight rope every man Jack of us. Netherlands and
restored to the Dutch West India company covtemporarily
of cherished memory.
rado more than 500 carloads of cant
The ones who have learned to keep Dutch
the
whole unoccupied coast of
supremacy.
ering
Governor Stuyvesnnt was a one- loupes; from Georgia more than 1,500
their balance go right along as a mat
1074 A peace treaty between Eng
America
from
to
Newfoundland
Cape
veteran of the wars carloads of peaches, and from IUInolf
legged,
ter of course no danger at all I The land and The Netherlands turned over
Horn. The charter guaranteed, to co- but he could not make his
people more than 400,000,000 eggs.
Fort Wool during the Civil war for others fall off. Well, I didn't have the New Netherlands to Englund and New lonists social,
and
religious
political
New York's history can be convenfight the English fleet under Nicolls
the purpose of strengthening the for- balance. Over I went 1' "
Amsterdam became New York for all freedom. "Do you wish to build, to In 1004.
They did not Intend to do iently divided Into five eras:
Of course the case of Kayne In fic time.
tifications there. Most of it was not
to
become
a
was
citizen?"
the anything that might take them away
plant,
Colonization period. Popused and has been piled up on the tion points a moral In fact.
So the founding of New York will main question asked of colonists.
from New Amsterdam. And It's quite ulation In 1700 was 49,401.
But It's the kind that no climber will be unofficially
"Rip Raps" for half a century.
celebrated this year.
In 1023, three years after the land- likely that they figured Nicolls
5
might
Recovery from dnmaeei
MaJ. Daniel Dee Pullen, U. S. A., Heed and every man on top regards Peter Mlnult's historic purchase will
ing of the Pilgrims nt Plymouth, the be less of a tyrant than was
of British occupation during Revoluin charge of the United States engi with contempt.
1920
In
be officially celebrated
by the first colony was landed on Manhattan
tion; first attempt nt a city plan:
neers corps ror tins district, says
city and tno acquirement of the name Island from the ship New Netherlands
Nicolls proved "to be quite
of the steamboat. Population
Blackbirds Eat Qraln Crop.
coming
when northeast winds drive the water
be cele (200 tons). Captain May. There were
of New York will
He made the burghers swear In 1820 wns 152,050.
Blackbirds, which are attracted in brated either In 1904probably
In from the sea, Fortress Monroe is
or 1974.
110 strong.
were
30
families,
They
allegiance to England, but confirmed
flocks through the fall and
Opening of Erie canal,
practically an Island. The big electric Immense
The unofficial celebration of 1923 Is Walloons,
Protestant refugees from their soclul, political and religious which gave Now York
supremacy over
plant at Fortress Monroe, which sup- winter months, cause great damage to largely religious and will run over Into Belgium (until 1830 a part of The Neth- liberties. In 1005
the Dutch autocratic Philadelphia as the premier trading
plies power for the powerful search- crops of mllo maize in'the Imperial 1024. It will begin with a Huguenot erlands), with their cows and chick
municipal government was wiped out city; Introduction of gas; establishCalifornia. Investigations made
ORFOLK, VA. Fortress Monroe, lights used to Illuminate
to Europe, Including the ens, farm implements ond household by
Hampton valley,
proclamation and the English sys- ment of railroads; Improved local
regarded as the most formidable Roads and Chesapeake bay for 20 by the biological survey of the United pilgrimage centers
In
France, Holland, furnishings. A landing was made at tem of mayor and aldermen was sub- transit facilities.
Huguenot
fort in America and one of the strong- miles when the
Population in 1S0U
guns are In action, States Department of Agriculture re the Rhine country, Switzerland and Cnstle Garden. They were welcomed
big
stituted.
Thomas WUIett was the was 1,174,779.
est In the world, will be washed away was undermined.
veal an average destruction of about
the Waldenslan valleys of Italy. It by traders and Indians. The "Chris first mayor. Of the five aldermen two
In 20 years unless something Is done
Realty booms; Introduc
Two miles north of Fortress Monroe V PfLent f the cr0p over an area will continue with local celebrations tian teacher" who
accompanied them were English and three Dutch,
tion of passenger elevator; commerto check the waves.
Two hundred there Is only about 100 feet of land of 20,000 acres. This loss, with lesser In all
cities
associated
districts
and
and
thanks
before
their
gnve
prayed
Dutch
when
the
fleet
In adjoining areas, and exand fifty feet of the beach, above that connects the
appeared In cial use of electricity; use of steel
big fortification with damage
with the Manhattan island settlement first meal. Captain Mny'read to them 1073 there were but
which stands the fort, has gone adrift the mainland.
eighty men in the skeleton In building construction,
This strip of land a penditures for protecting the grain, of the Huguenots Into April of 1924, his commission as governor.
The
to
withstand 1,000. So again which enabled the city to grow vertiIn the last two decades, and to save few
years ago was almost three times totals about $50,000 annually. Poisons Practically all the colonial societies In "olllclal figure" was a beaver with a gurrlson
the city changed hands without fight cally. Population in 1000 was 3,437,202.
cannot be depended upon for control,
the historic old fortress from this as wide as It Is
sotoday.
the
coronet
America,
The
Its
orest.
for
Huguenot
Including
within two years a treaty of
ing,
Rapid transit In all didanger the government is constructFortress Monroe houses some of the It has been found. The possibility of ciety, Founders and Patriots of Amer on the Island was Snrnh
Itapulje.
conpeace restored New Netherlands to rections, enabling the city to grow
ing a Jetty 240 yards long and 6 feet largest guns In the world.
Besides employing toxic gases has been
the
Holland
the
And this was the beginning of Man the English. Fort Amsterdam became
ica,
society,
Society
horizontally. Population in 1020 was
high on the beach around the fort.
Its battery of mortars, there are guns sidered, but their practicability Is of Colonial Wars, the St. Nicholas so hattan, afterward (1053)
New Amster- Fort Jnmes and New Amsterdam be- 5,020,048.
This Jetty will be constructed of that hurl a shell 20 miles to sea. In doubtful. The only method so far
ciety, the Descendants of Colonlul dam, and finally (1674) New York came New York for all time, while
The future of New York and Its Imstone taken from Fort Wool, sometime of war, should m enemy ship
the Sons of the Uevolu-stlcSince 1012 the country between the Fort Orange became Albany (York
mediate environs Invites speculation.
times called the "Rip Raps," which
nose
of
inside
It
it,
Hntl the
Cape Henry
of the
trading posts on Manhattan Island second title).
Is done by patrolling the fields t,on
Certainly New York intends so far as
stand almost in the middle of HampImmediately be under the fire ol lms
and at Fort Orange (Albany) hnd been
So Oils Is New York the American It can to Ignore nrtlflclul political
with shotguns during the morning and cin Revolution will take part.
ton Roads. The stone was taken to Fortress Monroe,
churches
leadProtestant
under
New
the
called
Netherlands
Dutch.
the
In
by
800 years has be boundaries. It has begun the construcafternoon feeding periods of the
metropolis that
of the Federal Council of
In 1026 arrived the first director come the second city of the world. Its tive development of the metropolitan
birds, the main effort being to ership
the
Churches
established
have
New
of
Peter
Hugue general
Netherlands,
only rival Is London, a city that had area within a radius of fifty miles
frighten the birds by the noise rather
New Netherlund commis MInult of Imperishable fame.
He Its beginning in Roman times. Greater from Battery park. A Committee on
than to fflll large numbers of them.
of
men
women
and
all bought of the Indians the 22,000 acres London has 093 square miles and 7,502,- - the Plan of New York and
sion, composed
Its Enviover the country who are Interested of Manhattan Island for $24 worth 124 (1910) inhabitants. Greater New rons has divided this area Into six secpASSAIC, N. J. Frank Manussa of
English Language Puzzles.
Homestead was on his way to
The English language is still a puz- In the celebration from a religious (at Dutch prices) of trinkets and York has 815 square- - miles and tors with an expert studying each.
work in a factory on a cold morning.
These sectors include areas In Conzle to many Japanese wireless opera- point of view and have fixed upon Sun weapons. Then he built the first Fort 5,020,048 (1920).
An affable stranger took a seat beside
tors. As an Illustration, an American day, April 27, 1924, for special serv- Amsterdam near the Battery. Then
Naturally New York does not hate necticut and New Jersey. The exhim.
ices. President Harding Is the hon Manhattan settled down to a regular Itself.
The Merchants' association perts will report on the possible uses
operator on an Alaskan steamer
"My friend," he said, "I am a world
hns pointed out that If the great cities of land and the densities of population
heard a Japanese operator working orary chairman. The reason for this program of life. .There were 270
traveler and have Just returned from
Each settler owned his of Chicago,
and asked for his position and who be religious celebration Is set forth In
Philadelphia, Detroit, In the different sectors. The general
Turkey. I have a beautiful harem,
vhnt follows.
tilled the land and traded with Cleveland, St. Louts, Boston, Balti question of
house,
came
was.
back
The
he
that
regional zoning and the
reply
six lovely women. Before you, you see
New
of
York's
Indians.
the
more and Pittsburgh the eight largest distribution of Industries, business and
history really begins,
was Takl somebody and that he was
two of them," and he Indicated two
10011
on
that September day of
The popular conception of enrly cities of the country excepting New residences will be considered, with
working In the radio room. Another course,
pretty and stylish women across the
American operator Inquired regarding when Henry Hudson, an Englishman New York Is a city of rotund Dutch York were transplanted with all their Indications of probable future tendcar. The stranger went on :
In the employ of the Dutch East India burgers, Idling In the shade with their people to the section lying within
the report of a great typhoon In
fifty encies and dangers. As relief from
"I am going West on business. I
pipes. miles of New York city, their com- congestion of population Is one of the
and the Japanese replied that' company (chartered in 1602), sailed schnapps and
want to get rid of my harem. But on earth," said the stranger. "But do
Into the mouth of the Hudson river, Maybe. But here's a truer picture of bined population would not equal the things most sought,
questions relating
I want to be sure they will be in kind not molest the two you see, for they It wus an 111 wind that blowed no one looking for a passage to the Indies.
the days Just before the English cap number already resident In this area. to decentralization with observations
are very shy and their love only any greater favor. Another question- He sailed his
and loving hands."
In
New
1004:
Amsterdam
(90
tured
up
The district surrounding the port pro- regarding the location of new Indus
tons)
er asked whether the Chinese had InBy this time Manussa'i eyes were speaks In the harem."
the Hudson as far as tidewater went
There were about 800 houses and duces a larger total of manufactured trial areas and business and social
The stranger shook Manussa's hand stituted a boycott on certain American-- and then turned back.
popping and his heart palpitating.
A
man
was
with $1,000
1,500 people.
products thnn any other similar area centers will receive considerable atgoods. The Japanese oper-"I hate to part with my six and departed. Manussa hied himself made
Three years later the Dutch com- considered rich. The better houses In the world. In 1922 this port han- tention In the surveys.
sweeties," said the stranger, "but I to 45 Hill street, Homestead. Half an ator answered that so far as he knew pany established a trading
post on were of brick and each had Its gar dled approximately 43 per cent of the
Contrast New York's present sky
must go West. I think you are a kind hour later he stood weeping In the there had been no boys captured by Manhattan Island
at den. The floors were sanded. There foreign trade of the United States.
line with that of 10591 Yet New
man and I will let you have them for Homestead police station. No. 45 Hll' the Chinese for gome time. Radio about where No. 39
In every home.
And really the whole country Is more York Isn't satisfied. It has a new zonBroadway Is now. was a splnnlng-whee- l
all six of them."
$100
street, Homestead, was a large vacant News.
It consisted of a redoubt, storehouse The people rose with
and or less Interested In New York, If only ing system and a new
"
style
Manussa had Just that sum In his lot
and four log huts. The next year ate breakfast before sunrise. There for this reason: New York each year of architecture and expects within five
a Loser,
Interviewing
So
the
hands
$100
all
consoled
"It's
the
right,"
changed
pocket.
pollc
no
Adrlen
loaded
Tea
Block's
were
were
over
with
Idlers.
Minnesota
from
more
Tigress,
45,000,-00than
0
parties
buys
"Who is the best poker player In
years to have buildings 1,000 feet high
and Manussa received a card with the captain. "It might have been worse
the first cargo of furs for The Neth before milking time. Every family
pounds of butter ; from Wisconsin and even higher, "New York Is bound
The same guy sold a trolley car last Crimson Gulch
address, 45 Hill street Homestead.
.
6urned.
Block
was
Bible
a
and
the
a
built
prayer-bookmore
had
than
erlands,
14,000,000 pounds of cheese ; to become the most beautiful and dismaybe
"I ain't the best," replied Cactus
"Go there and you will find a welweek to a fellow who works In the
Onrurt (Restless) of 18 tons, got an- Manhattan Island's population In from Virginia more than 8,700 car- tinctive city In tha world," say Iti
Joe. "But I'm the gentlest and
come from the si sweetest creatures same shop you no."
other car po of furs and (1014) took creased slowly, new settlers being Hu-- loads of white potatoes ; from Texas architects.
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McAdams must hare discovered soon
clue as to the whereabouts of Hobart
With him under arrest, and our story
contold, some of these fellows will
fess, and It will all be over with.
"It is twilight already the sun has
wlU
gone down behind the bluff, but It
to
raft
this
hour
for
an
yet
require
In
my Judgment,"
"Not at that time,
shallow water. You swim,
drift
into
an
"Such
West answered thoughtfully.
additional crime was not a part of the you told me?"
"Yes, very well Indeed."
orleinal plan. Once the money, and
"Shall we risk It then together? It
other property, were delivered to the
of the point yonfake Natalie, the cashing m ana get Is not far to the end
der."
Identi
even
the
;
would
be easy
away
She looked where he pointed and
ty of the thieves would be concealed.
smiled,
me.
glancing back into his question"But they did try to kill
"Yes. later, by the sinking of the ing eyes.
"Why, that Involves no danger at all
yacht Probably I am largely responsi
will do anything to get off this raft."
ble for that. My appearance m wray I
The two slipped silently over the
street must have been quite a shock,
of the dipping raft, and struck
edge
In
escaping
succeeded
and when I
out for the nearest point of land. The
very
Hobart
from their trap there,
distance was greater than it had
evidently lost his head completely.
the twilight deceiving their
The knowledge that I was free, per- seemed,
teneyes, while their clothing had a
communication
with
police,
the
In
haps
retard progress. Weakened
led to your night trip to the seminoie, dency to
of food, and buffeted by cross
and the secret sinking of the yacht. He by lack
both were decidedly exhaustcurrents,
hesitate
to
then
had gone too far by
time their lowering feet fined
the
by
at another murder."
bottom.
touched
ally
she
"I I think I understand now,"
"Oh," Natalie exclaimed breathlessadmitted, "how all this occurred; but
r ly, "That was glorious, but I hardly
why why were you so persistent
had enough strength left to make it
reason
a
been
must
have
there
There
Why, it Is almost dark already. I can
a
suspi
vague
than
more Impelling
not see the old raft at all. I I wish
?'cion
would come ashore; It gave you to
It
most
compelling
"There was the
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Koopl.

U it my
"Only In the vaguest way ;
fortune? I have been held prisoner;
lied to, and yet nothing has been made

speak; they could only tare out silently across the desolation of waters,
clear."
feeling their helplessness and peril..
has
that
"It Is a devilish conspiracy
Her head sank forward Into her
been plotted for a long while. There hands, as though she would thus shut
one
must be a dozen Involved In It,
out the whole weird picture, and West,
as I can
way or another, but, as near
the slight movement,
of the aroused by
learn, the chief devil, the brains
His hand
glanced quickly aside.
Hobart.
named
fellow
l
the
gang,
sought her own, where It gripped for
him
known
longT
Have you
support, and closed over It warmly,
s
"No," she said doubtfully, "not
"It cannot be as bad as It seems,"
There
Jim.
was
name
his other
he insisted trying to say the words
was
He
Jim.
was a fellow they called
know these waters, and
locked cheerfully. "I
my Jnllor after that woman
they are never long deserted. Luck
me Into a room."
will change, surely; perhaps within
"Where was thlsT
be picked up, and
that the hour we shall
"Why surely you must know. In
can laugh at all this experience.
cottage- where we stopped with
She lifted her head, and their eyes
I'er-clv-

-

Coolldge."
met frankly.
He drew a deep breath, more thor"I am not afraid," she protested.
could
What
ever.
than
oughly puzzled
"Not physically, at least. Truly t have
an
bold
so
make
to
be her purpose
effort to deceive? His heart sank, but
he determined to go on, and learn ho
far she would carry this strange tale.
could
Perhaps out of the welter he
discern some trnth.
"The fellow's name Is Jim, all right,
Jim Hobart. The woman pnsses as his
wife. You knew nothing of all this?"
he
"No; I only saw the man twice;
vprv roueh then, and swore when
I questioned him."
"And the woman?"
"She would not talk, either; only
once she told me that Perclval Coolldge had committed suicide. That
made me wonder, for I believed he
had something to do with my being
held there. What did he say when
he returned to the auto without me?
What explanation did he make for my
absence V

"Explanation I He needed none;
you came out of the cottage with
him."

"I? What do you mean?"
"But I saw you with fny own eyes,
talked with you, and all three of us
drove back to 'Falrlawn' together. My
O d. Miss Natalie, have you lost your
mind? Do you even deny dismissing
me from your service?"
She gazed at lilm through the
gloom, utterly unable to comprehend.
"I must have, if what you say Is
true," she admitted, "For I certainly
have no such recollection."
He stared off Into the black night,
his lips pressed closely together.
Could this be false? Could she sit
there calmly, la the midst of such peril
as surrounded them, and still de
liberately enivor to deceive?
"And vou kflew nothing of the death
of Perclval Ctoolldge, except what was
told you h tfmt woman?"
"She brought me a newspaper which
I rend ; that was all I knew."
"And In that house on Wray street
where I met you again last night. And
yon talked with me; tried to get me to
quit following you. Yon surely haven't
forgotten that already T
She dropped her face wearily Into
her hands, and her voice sounded listless.
almost believe yon are the
I
crazy one, Captain West. I swear
have never knowingly met, or spoken
to you since we drove to that cottage
on Sunday. I cannot believe what you
say."
"Yet It Is true, every word true";
he asserted stoutly. "Why else should
I be here? You returned with us to
'Falrlawn,' and we chntted together
pleasantly all the way. Later you
seemed to change, and discharged me
rather rudely. Then Perclval Coolldge
was killed shot down by an assassin.
Yon were at the Inquest, and testified.
The next day yon discharged Sexton,
and later he learned, and reported to
me, that some one called you on the
phone from Wray street, and wantedI
yon to come over there at once.
found you there, and this fellow Ho-

bart

with you."

"But, Captain West, I never saw
you ; I never left the room In the third
story where I was locked In, except
when thev took me away In a ma
chine to the yacht.
"You dropped a note In the alley,
enclosed In a silver knife?"
"Yes, I did. T)ld you find It?"

"Sexton did, and that was what
brought me her',"
"But It Is all so strange," she exclaimed despairingly. "How could I
have done all these things, been In all
these places, nnd yet know nothing
about It? Could I have been drugged
or Influenced In some way by those
people
"I do not believe yon were either
hypnotized or drugged. Good 0 d;
why did I not think of this solution
before? I must have been blind; that
was not you; I can recall a hundred
little things now to convince me."
"What Is It you mean?"
"Another woman played your part;
a woman most wonderfully like you,
even to the voice. There Is no other
solution of the problem. And that reveals the plnn of robbery to get you
put of the way, and then have her
take the fortune."
She sat silent, motionless, apparentthe
ly unable at once to grasp all
meaning In his words. Then she pointed away Into the distance.
"See, there Is light over there," she
exclaimed eagerly. "That must be the
east, and It Is morning."
He lifted his head, and looked where
he pointed. A dull, gray light toppeda
the waters, and the sky above held
faint tinge of crimson. The wan glow
accented the loneliness, and for the
moment left him depressed. Nothing
vision to
appeared within range of
of
gray sea
monotony
drear
the
break
and sky. Neither felt any ""'re to

r

"See, There Is Light Over There."
not felt fear since you Joined me
Captain West,"
"But you are very tired?"
"Perhaps so, yet I have not thought
about that. There are other things;
you do not believe In me."
"Why say that?" he asked In astonishment. "There Is no question of the
kind between us now.'
"Truly, is there not? What was it
you believed of me that that I was
pnrt of this conspiracy?"
"I do not know what I believed, it
I actually believed anything, Miss
Natalie," ho explained rather lamely.
"I cannot make the situation altogether clear even to myself. Under
the circumstances, you cannot condemn me Justly."
"Condemn I I do not. How could I?
You must have kept fuith In me, never
theless, or you would never be here
now. That Is what seems marvelous to
me that you actually cared enough

to

believe."

now that I have," he said
grnvely. "Through it nil I have kept a
very lurge measure of faith In you."
"Why should that faith have stir
vivedT she questioned persistently, as
though doubt would not wholly leave
her mind. "Surely there was never a
madder story told thnn the one I told
you, ana 1 couiun I nuvo proveu uu

"I realize

Item

of

It."

itself true," he
interrupted.
"You actually believe, then, that
there Is another woman a counter
felt of myself?"
"It Is the only theory feasible; you
have convinced me of that Will you
believe what I say?"
"Implicitly."
"Perhaps It sounds like a fairy tale,"
he spoke frankly, his eyes seeking her
own, all their surroundings forgotten
In the eagerness of the moment, "but I
will tell you the exact truth. Before
this misunderstanding occurred you
had confided in me, trusted me, although I wns a stranger and I believed absolutely in your story. I had
that basis to rest on. Then I got hold
of various odds and ends of evidence
which convinced me that something
was wrong that you were actually
being conspired against. I even gained
a suspicion that Perclval Coolldge was
the actual leader of the conspiracy.
You could never have been made prisoner In that cottnge without his connivance; he must have lured you there
for that particular purpose, so that
this other girl could take your place
without danger of discovery. The reason for Terclval's participation Is onfelly a guess, but my theory Is the and
low had so Juggled your fortune,
the time for final accounting was so
near, he had to take a desperate
chance In order to save himself.
"My own theory Is that when Hobart
learned what Perclval Coolldge proposed doing, his own criminal tendencies told him that here was some easy
The girl was undoubtedly
money.
wholly under his control j some denizen
of the underworld probably. She had
already played her part sufficiently
well to convince Hobart of success.
monWhy then, shouldn't he have this
ey Instead of Perclval? There was no
reason except that Perclval was In the
way. That was why be was killed."
"And," she questioned breathlessly,
"the man meant to murder ma also?"
"Yet it has shown

Impulse in the world."
"You mean faith In me?"
"Even more than that ; love for you.
Natalie, I love you, have loved you all
the time, without fully realizing exactly what It meant. There have been
times when I have doubted you, when
I could not wholly escape the evidence
that you were also concerned personally In this fraud. I have endeavored
to withdraw from the case, to forget,
and blot everything from memory. But
something stronger than will prevented ; I could not desert you ; could not
believe you were wilfully wrong. You
understand what I mean."
"Yes," the words barely reaching
him. "It was the other girl ; sha undermined your faith."
"That is the truth; yet how could
It be, do you suppose? My very love
should have enabled me to detect the
difference."
She touched his arm with her hand,
and under the slight pressure he
looked aside at her.
'You know now," she saia soiuy.
"and I know. All this is past anu
gone between us. We are here alone,
the sport of the waves, and I have no
reason to be other than frank. I believe In you, Matthew West; in your
honesty and manhood. You say you
love me?"
"With all my heart and soul; It
seems to me now I have always loved
youyou came to me, the lady of my
dreams."
Her eyes were wet with unshed
tonrs. vet she smiled back Into his
anface, her voice trembling ns she
swered :
"And I," she snld slowly, "have hnd
no thought but of you since our morn
ing In the gnrden together. How far
away that seems."
"You mean you love me?"
"Yes ; I love you ; there Is no word
stronger, but I would speak It Is that
not enough?"
He held her In his arms. In spite of
the trembling raft, tossed by the swell
crushed her against
of the
him In the ardent strain of passion.
An Instant she held her head back,
her eyes gazing straight Into his; then,
with sigh of content, yielded, and their
lips met, and clung.
sea.-tr.n-

mid-lake-
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Making

br tho Unite

for the market.
In the territory covereddlllnols,
Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, ana Nebraska most of the feeders are
finished on corn and legume hay, or
on corn and silage supplemented with
The kind of hay
Droteln meal.
grown in a particular locality usually
determines the ration used, ana a
survey shows that about equal numbers of steers are fed each year by
these two methods. , Where clover
or alfalfa is grown anunaanujr m
standard ration Is corn and on of
these hays. In other places, where
most of ths hay is mixed, silage is
Included in the ration, and cottonseed or linseed meal Is fed as a supplement to supply protein.
The information collected during the
four years snows some interesting
comparisons of the two methods of
To make tne same
making beef.
amount of total gain requirea less

Mrs. Gross Praises Tanlao for
Overcoming Stomach Trouble

Mfgr. and repairing. All orders promptly
sttended to. Est. 1871. 1 8th Champs.

CI.RAlfRRS

Tanlac I only
pounds ana
scarcely had strength to sweep the
floor or make the beds; but now I
and
etch one hundred afld thirty-twam as healthy and happy as can De.
This remarkable statement was made,
recently, by Mrs. Mabel Gross, 1137
"Before

weighed

I

r

IVINIldflll IMtfa A l.arlinr.. Rooms I0O
up. Special rates to permanent guests.

PIANOS

Pianos and player pianos of our own
manufacture of every description.
Free exchange privilege, uowmi
prices, reasonable terms. Write for
a catalog-- prices.

Aldrich St.. N.. Minneapolis, Minn.
"For nearly two years I had been in

seriously weakened condition and

,

suffered nearly all the time from head
ache and backache. My nerves were
beyond my control and I was terribly
dizzy. I couldn't half sleep and my
stomach was so out of order that even
the sight of food nauseated me.
"The benefits I have received irom
Tanlac are priceless. I am now a perfpptiv well woman ana my menus
often speak of how healthy I look. I
certainly have a great deal to praise
Tanlac for. Health is worth every

leas California
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is a physician's prescription,
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Corn
Alfalfa Hay
Straw
Corn
Cottonseed Meal
Mixed

Silage
Straw

l.3
28
80
177

,

Hay

13

bushels
pounds

JP0US
pounds
pounds
voanis
pounds

Other phases of beef production
are being studied In addition to fat
tening rations.

medi-

-

cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Kwamn-ltoohas stood the test of years.
t
It is sold by all druggists on its merit ande
it should help you. JNo otner money meai-cinhas bo many friends.
and start
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
treatment at once.
However, if vou wish first to test this
great preparartion send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.
On the Links.
"Who's the pair of ginks in purple
eolf togs?" "Willies of the Held."
Louisville Courleraournnl.

HER BABY'S COAT,

A SKIRT AND CURTAINS

WITH "DIAMOND DYES"
Each nackage of "Diamond Dyes

con

tains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her old, worn, faded things
new. Even if she has never dyed before,
she can out a new. rich color into shabby
skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stockings,
sweaters, covennns. draperies, hangings,
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other
kind men periect nome ayeing is
Just tell vour diwzist whether
the material you wish to dye is wool or
lilk, or whether it is linen, cotton, or
mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak,
spot, laae or run. Advertisement.

That's Different
Flitt "Where were you
I wasn't
born?" Wadlslaw Wren
born, I was hatched."
Fatlma

Bed

Water the horses several times dally.
A horse's stomach Is small.

Has

Replaced Them.

Pills and salts give temporary relief
from constipation only at the expense
of permanent Injury, says an eminent
authority.
Science has found a newer, better

Bed the sow In the farrowing pen
way a means as simple as Nature itand see that she Is comfortable. Keep Blt
otbe hogs away from her.
In perfect health a natural lubricant
keens the food waste soft and moving.
Concrete wallows are not expensive, But when constipation exists una
if constructed at odd times, when reg natural lubricant Is not sufficient
Doctors prescribe Nujol because it
ular farm labor can be utilized.
acts like this natural lubricant and
and thus secures regular bowel movements
As a consumer of
Nature's own method lubrication.
farm waste the porker wins the cham by
As Nulol Is not a medicine or laxa
pionship.
tive, it cannot gripe and, like pure

water, It is harmless ana pieasaut.
always jvell to keep a good
is used in leading hospitals.
at
sows
all GetNujol
mixture before the
a bottle from your druggist
selfbe
Such a mixture may
today. Advertisement
handfed. An approximate al
is about one pound per sow
There's one nice thing about an
"That Was Glorious."
enemy. He isn't forever telling you
per month.
something for your own good.
reetlv beneath where he stood, the
Oats are excellent for ewes Just beImnortant to Mothers
f
depths of which were totally con fore lambing.
pound a day
Examine carefully every bottle Oi
cealed from sight. As he stared at for each ewe is sufficient, fed with
this, uncertain of Its reality, a single good digestible hay. Silage Is excel- CASTORIA, that famous oldseeremedj
that It
and
spark of light winked out at hlra lent feed also, as it Is slightly laxa for Infants and children,
cer
was
There
the
darkness.
throutrh
tive,
tainly a habitation of some kind hid
Slgnntureof
could
he
only
den away down there. If
Before the ewes begin to lamb, the
In Use for Over 30 Years,
in
leave Natalie there In safe hands,
barns or sheds should be cleaned out Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
the security of a home, however hum thoroughly and a good supply of dry,
ble, food would give him strength to clean bedding kept on the floor at all
He knows not the value of flowers
push on alone. West turned and has times.
who never studied botany.
tened back through the woods, clam
At the present time the most suc
berlng down the slope of the ridge In
look to Your Eyes
darkness to the spot where he had cessful swine grower makes a stren
Beautiful
Eyes, like fine
moment
he
left the girl. For the
uous effort to have specially adapted Teeth, are the teiulc of Cpnsnnt
In
The dllv w. of Murins
could not distinguish her presence
pasture crops for as nearly the whole Ore.
makes Eves Oat snd RedUmt.
the gloom, and, fearing he might have year as possible.
nimiieM. o
fcnlovnble.
Recommended br Ail Drusslm.
cone astray, called her name aloud.
A very Important point In success"Yes," she answered. "I am here
to your right I am standing up. Havs ful hog raising lies In the careful se
lection of sowi for futjire breeding,
you discovered anything?

It

is
mineral
times.
fed or
lowance
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HOTEL METKOPOLE

DENVER. COLO.
American and
European plan. Rntcw si.no nn.

DIAMONDS.
I. HCHWAIii'Z. Jewelrr. Diamonds.
watch repairing, ivuv mxteenin street.
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Dyeing-Dyein- g

25 Years of
The

Cleaners and Dyen

Model

DENVER,

1317 BROADWAY,

COLO.

Commercial inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Range Conditions Show Improvement
Denver. The condition of ranges In
the seventeen western states on March
1 shows Improvement compared with a
month ago throughout more than half
of this territory, but especially in the
central portion and In Texas, accord
ing to reports of the field statisticians
of the United States Division of Crop
and Live Stock Estimates. The condition for the entire seventeen states av
erages about the same as last month,
per cent of normal, the Improve
ment being counterbalanced by a decline in condition particularly In Washington and California. In the latter
state the cold weather early in Febru
ary succeeded by drying winds and
lack of rain have curtailed the growth
of grass somewhat The spring prospects for ranges In Texas are reported
as the best in years, due to abundant
moisture; there is room here on the
Inrange for more cattle, In some
stocked.
f
but
stances it being
General rains also greatly improved
the prospect for ranges in Arizona, Including the desert lambing grounds of
Salt River valley. A good growth of
grass and weeds Is starting through-eu- t
most of the southern range states
The states which show an improvement In range condition over that of
last month are North Dakota, Texas,
one-hal-

Wyoming,
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Discovery by Science
Give your stock warm beds.
ding Is cheaper than feed.
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Eminently fireproof.
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Owing to the lack of fuel and cap
ital, 20,000 miles of railway under the
Russian soviet have been closed.
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thing, and that is what Tanlac
meant to me."
Tanlac is for sale by all good arugbuiu.
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30
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Over
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maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver ana Diaaaer

need-me-
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took
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used, but required more grain than
was needed in the
ration. With the first ra
tion the steers put on an average of
2.07 pounds of gain a day, while those
getting silage and meal in aaaition
to corn put on an average of 1.63.
In the first case it required 146 days
to put on the 302 pounds and In the
De re
other 185 days. It shorn
membered
that these figures are
based on the records taken on approximately 20,000 steers a year for
four years.
The feed consumed by the average
steer In these two groups is given
below:

AND

of Long Standing
Says
Results Are Priceless.

SWAMP-ROO-

Baby Beeves on a Corn Belt Farm.
tune where corn and alfalfa bay were
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West felt the Importance of gaining
a view inland before the closing down
everything, and
of night obscured
therefore reluctantly left her alone
there while he made his way to the top
It was a wild, broken
of the ridge.
country revealed to his gaze, a land of
ridges nnd ravines, rugged and pictur
esque, DUt exnioiung uo eviueiice vi
ronds, or Inhabitants. Then his eyes
caught a thin spiral of smoke rising
from out a narrow valley almost dl-

lilil

SPECIAL. RUSH lull VICE secured II
yon mention Ibis paper when writing
firms below.

Statu Departmsiit

compile dependable data
on problems of beef production, the
United States Department or Agri
culture In the past four years has
taken records on about 80,000 steers
in various states of the corn belt.
When the work Is finished at the end
f another year there will be records
on approximately 100,000 steers fed

In order to

Bluffs.
The House
The cleft In the bluff was both narrow and steep, but It gave them pasAt the upper end Natnlle's re
sage.
serve strength suddenly deserted her,
and she sank down on the grass, labor
Ine for breath, feeling unable to ad
The days and
vance a step farther.
nights of excitement, coupled with lack
of food and sleep, had left her pnysieven
cally wenkened; now suddenly,
her will nnd courage Doth gave way.
"No. It Is nothing," she explained In
a whisper. "I am Just completely tired
out. I guess. You go on, Matt, and
find some place, of shelter. Ill Just sit
where I am now until you come back
only only don't go very far away."
She held out her hand, and endeav
ored to smile.
"Desert me I Of course you are not,
dear. I am binning you go. i snau
not mind being left here alone. I am
so
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Beef.

In the

raft

I

In

XVI

Raft

drifted aimlessly on, the
waves lapping Its sides, and tossing It
about ns though In wanton play. The
ungirl lay quiet, her face upturned,
conscious now of her dread surroundings; and the man swayed above her,
bis head bent upon his breast, both
sleeping the sleep of sheer exhaustion.
It wns the startled cry of Natalie
that roused West, and brought his
drooping head upright. She was sitting
up and pointing excitedly behind him.
Look where I point
"Oh, see there
Isn't that land?"
The raft rocKeu as ne swung nis
body hastily about, and gazed Intently
In the direction Indicated. He rubbed
his eyes, scarcely able to credit his
sight, half believing It a mirage. Yet
the view remained unchnnged; it wns
land, a bit of the west shore, a short
promontory running out into the lake
toward which the raft, Impelled by
some hidden current, was steadily
drifting. His nrm clasped the girl In
sudden ecstasy.
"Yes, It's land, thank God I" he exclaimed thoughtfully. "We are floatIn spite of
ing ashore, Natalie saved
Why, we could not have
ourselves.
been so far out in the lake, after all.
I ought to have thought of that before; those villains would never have
,
and
deserted the yacht In
taken to the boat. They must have
known they could make shore easily."
"You don't suppose they landed here,
do you?"
"Not very likely; even if they did
of
they are not here now. Not one
them has a thought but that we went
Now they'll
down In the Seminole.
It quick.
pull ofT their graft,' and pull
They are not loitering around here,
Natalie, waiting for ghosts to appear;
they are back in town hours ago."
"But what can we do?"
"Oet ashore first, of course, and discover the quickest way to return to
the city. I figure we have a big adWe know their real gnme
vantage.
now, and they are so sure we are both
dead, they'll operate in the open-w- alk
right into a trap. By this time
The

CATTLE

ON 80,000

94 POUNDS

SHE GOES T0

Show
Will
Information Collected
Some Interesting Comparison

Matt."
"And you are not sorry, even now,
safe here on shore?"
"Sorry Why I am the happiest girl
I am
In all the world this minute.
here with you, and you love me what
more can I ask? Is that silly, dear?"
He laughed, and kissed her, neither
giving a thought to their dripping gar
ments, or a regret for tne narusuips
they had passed through.
"Yes, I love you, Natalie, dear, he
answered. "So it Is not silly at an.
But we must seek shelter and food.
Are you strong enough now to climb
the bluff?"
She nodded her readiness to try, too
hnnny for words, nnd hnnd In hand
they toiled their way upward through
the gloom.

CHAPTER XV
Escape From the
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Colorado,

New Mexico, Ari-

zona, Utah, Nevada, Idaho and Oregon,
while those showing a decrease in condition are South Dakota, Nebraska,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Montana, Washing
ton and California, The outlook ror
spring grass In Colorado is quite favor
able and ranges are reported as an,
compared with 80 a month ago, dua
chiefly to the good prospects where the
with snow ; where the
range
range Is not so covered, the grass is
generally used up. Hay is scarce in
some sect'ons although the mild opon
winter bas tended to conserve the supexply. Cattle and sheep continue in
cellent condition, being reported as 0J
and 98 per cent respectively, or the
same as a month ago. The prospect
for the spring calf crop is good.
Sues

Anti-Kla-

n

Paper for Slander.

Suit for $100,000 damages
for slander has been filed against tha
American Unity Publishing Company,
antl-K- u
Klux
publishers of Tolerance,
Klan paper, by J. William Brooks, an
attorney. Mr. Brooks, who is also head
Chicago.

of an undertaking establishment, asserts that his name was printed In Tol
erance as a member of the Ku KIux
Klan, whereas he had no connection
with the klan. "A great many clients
have refused to do business with me
when they thought I was a member of
the Ku Klux Klan," Bald Mr. Brooks.
Movie Supers Stage Riot
Los Angeles. A riot of movie men
nnt rllmprl nnd sent five of
tne extras into the receiving hospital
here with wounds, occurred at the ser-vice bureau for motion picture em

,,,

ployes. It was an outgrowth of reduc
tion In pay from $5 to 3 ror mouoo
picture extras. There were 8O0 men in
the scene. They were waiting for work
when a bureau man issued a call, de-

claring that the wages would be $3 In
stead of the customary Jo. a. howl
went up, and the 800 men threatened
to storm the bureau.

THE RESERVE

Eva Tidmarsh

Mrs.

GIVE UNIFORMITY

COMMON WHEATS

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

AS

PINK CANDLE TORCH

TAKES REVENGE

PUREBRED ARGUMENT

OF DAINTY THIEVES

QU1TEINFERI0R

ON PRISON PAL
Interesting Comments Made b)
Pottawatomie County Farmer.

Are'

Fifty-Tw- o
There
Distinct Varieties and Are Grown Principally in West.

LACK

IN

BREAD

of Improved Sires It Fully
Per Cent Better Than That
From Use of Grade or Scrub- sClubs Do Sood Work.

Offspring
25

QUALITIES

oi Agriculture.

Girls, Read This I
Pueblo, Colo. "When my daughter,
vow Mrs. cva i mmarsn, was sixteen
he suffered terribly at times as many
girls do, and did not feel real good
at any time. She had pimples all
over her body. A friend told me to
aret her a bottle of Dr. Fierce s Fav
orite Prescription, as her daughter
had taken it and had derived wonder
ful relief from it My daughter took
three bottles and now she is per
fectly well never has a headache or
Dackacne.
We both never torsret to
recommend Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre
Mrs. Lula Davis, 108
scription.

bvans

Ave.

In Certain Sections They Outyield Va
rieties of Hard Red Spring and
Winter Bulletin Just Issued Gives Details.
(Prepared by the United States Department
ok Agriculture.)
Tha common white wheats, of which
there are 52 distinct varieties, are
grown principally la the Far West
and comprise about S per cent of the
total wheat acreage, according to
Farmers' Bulletin No. 1301, The Common White Wheats, by J. Allen Clark,
John H. Martin, and C. E. Lelghty,
bureau of plant Industry, United States

Department of Agriculture.
Common Wheat Inferior.
In general the common white wheats
are Inferior In
qualities,
but In certain sections they outyield
the varieties of hard red spring and
hard red winter wheats sufficiently to
make up for any differences In price.
Most of the common white wheats are
You can tell when a woman Is In
and are used In the
soft and
terested In what yon are saying b making ofstarchy flour and breakfast
pastry
the way she pretends she Isn't.
foods, and when used for bread are
blended with the flour from the hard

In connection with Its study of the
utility value of purebred live stock
throughout the Important live stock
sections of the country, the United
States Department of Agriculture re
cently received Interesting comments

He says he has smoked
more Edgeworth than
any other living man

Let Mr. Baldwin's letter give you
you will see he has some
Justification for his claims.

the facts, and

H. T. BALDWIN
Signs and Show Cards
Cloth
tO

bread-makin- g

whats:

Banturt

Larue ft Brother Company
Richmond, Va.
Gantlemant

I think that I am entitled to be called
charter member of the Edgeworth
Bmokers Club, ae I have used the Edge-wort-h
Sliced Plug between twenty and
twenty-fiv- e
years.
wss
When I commenced using It
telling hardware on the road. One of my
customers who kept a general store told
me that he had just received a new tobacco and wished that I would try It.
He gave me a box for which he charged
me 20c He made a mistake, as it was
selling at that time for 25c I liked It
eo well that I made It a point to ask for
It in every store in the different towns
that I made; but few had It. The neit
time that I called on this customer I
bought six boxes, which would last until
I got around again. I etill continued to
ask f or i t i n the different towns and triad
to induce the dealers to stock it.
In 190S or 1907 1 went to So. Carolina
and stayed there three years. I was surprised not to be able to get It there. At
thatAlme I waain Beaufort, S. C.,and
made frequent tripa to Savannah, Ga.,
and Charleston, S. C. and wss unable to
get Itinelther of these cities. Finally I
ordered some direct from you and also
induced
dealer In Beaufort to stock it.
I have used it always for over twenty
years except occasionally when I could
not get it. I figure that I have emoked
over 1000 of the 25c boxes, which havs
cost for the last few years 85c. For st
least five years I have not bought a cigar.
Have had some given to me, but they do
not take the place of the old pipe filled
with Edgeworth.
I am sixty-on- e
yean of sgs and still
think that it Is the best tobacco on ths
market. I don't think there Is a msn
living who has smoked any more Edge-wort-h
than I. What do you think?
Yours truly,
(Signed) H. F. Baldwin

t

2
11

towrubbD'IiI

;

smokers. We like

to know that young
men, men who are

breaking in

their first pipes,
find Edgeworth
before they get
very far in their
pipe-smoki-

careers.
So we have a
tending invitation to send free samples of Edgeworth to all who ask for
them. If you haven't tried Edgeworth,
we have a sample package here containing Plug Slice and
that is only waiting for your name and
address.
When you write for it, address
Larus & Brother Company, 75
South 21st Street, Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merctianli:, It
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
n
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
for the same price you
d
would pay the jobber.
ed

two-doze-

Ready-Rubbe-

COUGH?

PISO'S

Try

quick
.
Arnip unlike
all othortr pleMufrset stomach no
opialM. 3 So and
60o rarywhra.

NO DYE

To restore fray or
faded hair to oris
inal eolor, don't nae
m dye
H'js dagger
oas Gel a buttle of

Sale ae water
Hair Colo Restorer
reeolts. At all rood dnirHUe,
epplT It sad watchHaW-aUUkkerdlrwlfross

.i

productive spring wheat In eastern
Washington and northern Idaho.
Is the winter variety of white
wheat most widely grown but, except
In certain localities, It should be re
placed by more productive varieties
of a better quality.
Valuable Information.
Maps showing the areas where these
white wheats are grown, and halftone
plates showing the distinguishing
characteristics of a number of the
more important varieties are Included
In the bulletin and make It a valuable
source of Information for the wheat
grower. Those Interested can secure
B copy free of charge by writing to
the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Gold-coi-

new Edgeworth

Ready-Rubb-

on an Irrigated Field
In West.

WHAT PREGNANT SOW NEEDS

'

Several
Requirements of Breeder
Are Important, Among Them
Proper Feed and Water.

needs of the pregnant sow
are not many, but she does demand
several requirements of her owner
that are important. Just which of
these are most important Is open to
argument, but that doesn't matter,
because all of them must receive
attention. The right kind of feed
and plenty of It, the right kind of
water and plenty of It, the right kind
of shelter and plenty of It, and the
right kind of exercise and plenty of
It, comprise these Important

n
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ence with purebred sires he has found
that the offspring of purebred sires Is
fully 25 per cent better than the average offspring obtained from the use of
grade or scrub sires. He attributes this
superiority, In the case of beef cattle, to
the uniform size obtained in the young
growing animals, their better feeding
quality, and also to the fact that
their uniformity and quality attracts
the attention of buyers. This farmer
estimates that his purebred horses and
poultry are earning 50 per cent more
for him than his neighbors are earning
with the use of scrubs.
This farmer speaks favorably of the
good work being done by calf clubs,
and says that he takes pride in Invitand vocational agri
ing
culture students to see his stock and
In getting the boys Interested and Impressing on their minds the value of
right breeding and right feeding.
SUDAN

Wrote Son About It.
The paltry $050 happened to be with
in a few dollars of the sum Simon's
mother bad In the savings bank. She
made up the rest by borrowing from
her neighbors and gave It to "Big
Ben." Then she wrote Simon all
about It and assured him he would
eoon be at liberty.
"Big Ben" hadn't even bothered to
use another name, and Simon knew too
well the use to which the older con
vict had placed the Information he had
wormed out of him. When he was re- -

GRASS GOOD PASTURE

In Same Class With Blue Grass and
Timothy and Will Carry About
Thirty Pigs to Acre.

grass pasture is not nearly
clover, alfalfa or rape. It
is decidedly poorer in bone and
muscle building material and when
pigs are running on Sudun grass pas
ture it is necessary to feed two or
three times as much tankage as when
pigs are running on alfalfa, clover
or rape. Sudan grass as a pig pasture
is In about the same class as blue
grass and timothy. A good Sudan
grass pasture will carry at least thirty
pigs to the acre, but It will be necessary to feed about three pounds of
corn, and a third of a pound of tank
age per pig dully In order to get
really first 'Class results.
Sudan
so good

as

LAMBS ARE DESIRABLE

Successful

Flock-Master-

s

Practice

"Flushing" Ewes at Breeding
Time Rape Is Good.

PREVENT

SOWS EATING PIGS

No Trouble Will Follow If Plenty of
Exercise la Given Just Before

Farrowing.
If sows have been made to take
plenty of exercise Just before farrow
ing and have been kept down to good
growing condition with bulky feeds,
there should be no trouble from pig
sow
atlng. A confirmed
should be gotten rid of. When these
conditions exist, however, the follow
ing recommendations are made.
The sow should be fed about three
pounds of salt pork cut in strips, or
the pigs can be painted with mucilage
containing equal parts of tincture of
aloes and asafoetlda as soon as they
are dry. Sows do not like this, and
let pigs so treated alone. E. J. May- -

With the mutton breeds twin lambs
are very desirable, and, to secure a
large percentage of these, good flock nard. Animal Husbandry Department
masters practice "flushing" the ewec Colorado Agriculture College.
at breeding time. The ewes are given
an extra supply of nutritious, highly HORSE SUPPLY IS DECREASED
palatable food for two or three weeks
before the desired date of breeding Present Demand and Production In
that they may be rapidly gaining In
dicate That Country la Soon to
flesh at that time. Rape Is excellent
Run Very Short.
for
this
purpose.
pasture
The present production and demands
IMPROVING TIMOTHY MEADOW indicate that the supply of horses
In this country Is soon to run short.
Add Alalke and Red Clover as Early The colt production
figures compiled
In Spring as Possible Disk
by the Department of Agriculture
Most Useful.
show that less than one colt for each
fifteen head of horses and mules on
A timothy meadow can be improved
farms In the corn belt was produced
very much by adding timothy, alslke in 1922, whereas the production of
seed"
this spring, as one colt per year for nine or ten
and red clover
early as yon can get on the ground. head of horses and mules now on
The best method of adding the seed farms Is required to meet the exist
Is with a disk drill, running It only ing demand for horses In cities, and
deep enough to cut small furrows In on the farms of the corn belt states
Which the seed will be dropped.
and In the east and south.

Finish new walls with
Alabastine, the wall coating particulary adapted
for use over plaster or
wall board and is always
artistic and sanitary.
Redecorate the old home
with Alabastine because it
can be applied over any
interior surface new or
old. There will be no dis,
appointment, no expensive mistakes to correct
if you use

Loch for th

Crou
and Circle- - printtd
in ret on mvry gn
nine packagm. For
alm at all good i tons
handling paint:

.wtead ofKalsomine or Will Paper

5f W,

Jumped

on His Former

Cell-Mat-

leased he took the first train for
Brooklyn, and almost the first man on
the train he saw was "Big Ben." He
and
jumped on his former cell-mat- e
the train crew then held both until
they reached New York, where "Big
Ben," arrested, admitted the charge
made against him.
DEATH

CAUSED

BY

MISTAKE

The

TWIN

7w

Seaford, Del. Householders In the
towns and villages of lower Delaware
are greatly puzzled and much alarmed
,
.
i
- - .1.
"io iieyuem iiituisiuun ui u i.ouiiu
have been operating
IrAUun I nlM UN TRAIN of burSIars
extensively in tins section lor more
than six months. Notwithstanding the
fact that these robbers always use
Released
orooKiyn
From pink candles to light them In their
Youth,
Prison, Started Out to Locate
operations, and almost invariably
False Friend Who Took $600
leave large trolls of the grease about
From Mother.
the houses pillaged, no trace of the
men has been found that promises to
new xork. Simon Hecht, twenty- - lead to their capture. Another pe
two years old, of Brooklyn. N. Y fin culiarity of this aesthetic band Is that
ished a
term at Sing Sing
prison, Osslnlng, N. Y., recently, and
left prison with but one object in
view to find "Big Ben" Rosenheim.
lien and Simon had been on the
same tier at Sing Sing during the few
months before Ben was released. What
use he made of his first week of lib
erty, Simon learned In a letter from
his widowed mother. Ben had learned
the address from the boy and as soon
as he got out he had gone straight
to Brooklyn.
mg cen always could put ud a
front, and Simon's mother Is credu
lousdoubly so when the welfare of
Simon Is concerned. She never doubt
ed that the opulent stranger who had
beard of her boy's sad case In some
miraculous
manner could obtain Si
mon's release, just as he said he
could, for a retaining fee of a paltry

high-scho-

Wheat Growing

It is always pleasing to hear from
old Edgeworth smokers, and we would
like to know if this record is the best
ever made.
But we are in- terested, too, in

'ill

i'
ft..ly

The bulletin takes up a detailed dis
A Good Bull to Head the Herd.
cussion of each of the varieties and
gives their adaptation and value in
the different sections where grown. from a farmer In Pottawatomie coun
The Pacific Bluestem is the variety ty, Kansas. He has used' purebred
most widely grown and Is the most sires with all classes of animals on his
farm for 20 years.
This Kansas farmer says that his
father before him was an excellent
Judge of live stock, so that he himself "grew up with the idea of bet
ter stock." After 20 years' expert- -

Clarke Street, Cor. Grant
Burlington, Vermont

te

Burglars in Delaware
Villages Rob Only by Light
of Tinted Tapers.

five-ye-

'

Your health is most Important to
vou. It s easily imoroved. ,
Obtain Dr. Pierce's Prescription
now, in liquid or tablets, from your
druggist or send 10c tor trial pkg.
of tahlets to Dr. Pierce's Invalids
Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y., or write, for
free medical advice.

Former Convict Trails
Who Duped His Mother When
He Got His Liberty. ..
Cell-Ma-

(Prepared bjr the United states Department

Health Brings Beauty

Aesthetic

l

abp
it particular.
About the way fin dressed.
So Maggie usee Faultiest Starch,
So I can look my best''

"My bean

Always

Use

Pink Candles.

they never take nor disturb sliver-wareven though It be of the finest
sterling.
The pink candle burglars takf
chickens, money and articles found
about the home of the village folk,
but they pass by Jewelry, watches and
silverware for some unknown reason
and take other objects of Question
able value.
Evidently the gang hunts In auto
mobiles, for It carries away as many
as M or 100 chickens at a time, and
the most mystifying feature of the
looting Is that the burglars have never
awakened a household nor an Inmate
of a dwelling they have robbed.

he

Devoted to Indian Life.
The radio eliminates distance. But
studying the It still is too Imperfect to eliminate
aborigines of the Americas, a new mu- platitudes from the speeches.
seum has been erected In New York
When might attempts to make right
city, where investigations of Indlnn
life may be conducted. The Instituit seldom gets left.
tion, which already contains 1,800,000
of aboriginal life on this
Cuticura for Pimply Faces.
specimens
CHILD DIES TO KEEP TRUST
continent, Is the only one In the world To remove pimples and blackheads
devoted exclusively to the preserva- smear them with Cuticura Ointment,
Locks Flaming Self In Kitchen 8o tion of the recorc's of those
early Wash off In five minutes with CutiThat Other Children Might
races; and one of Its chief alms will cura Soap and hot water. Once clear
Be Saved.
be to discover thp origin of the red keep your skin clear by using them for
man.
dally toilet purposes. Don't fall to InNew York. Stella Huckle, six years
clude Cuticura Talcum. Advertisement.
old, left to guard her little brother and
You may have notleed that the
sister while her mother went to the friends who are willing to lend you
To understand men we must understore, gave her life to keep her trust. money hae no money to lend.
stand their works.
wnen sne attempted to light a gas
stove In the home the flame set fire to
An obligation of any sort Is a mort
With a friend In need It usually Is a
her dress.
case of touch and go.
gage on your time.
The little girl pushed the younger
children Into an adjoining room and
locked herself In the kitchen. She
tried wit bare hands to extinguish
the flames. A neighbor woman heard
the child's screams, and smothered the
flames with a rug. The little girl was
dead when a doctor arrived.
Museum

For the purpose of

rvUoimey IBsrairacEs"

THIEF REPENTS ON DEATHBED
Woman Orders Husband to Restore $50
Stolen From Newark Woman
Four Years Ago.

I

Should Not Tempt You Use

Drug Firm Pays Widow $7,500 for
Misreading of "A" for "I" In

New Tork. Four years ago Mrs.
Esther Bass, 1G9 Frellnghuysen avenue,
Newark, lost a purse containing $50.
Dorchester, Mass. A mistake In Tha Incident was recalled to her the
two letters in filling a prescription other day by a man who called at her
was the difference between life and home and gave her the purse and $50.
He explained that his wife died recent
death, and It cost the Cole Drug comly and on her deathbed confessed stealpany $7,500 for making the error.
The verdict was awarded by a Jury. ing the purse, asking blin to make
Five thousand dollars was for the restitution.
The purse still contnlned the hand
death and $2,500 for the conscious
suffering, the Jurymen explained. The kerchief that was In It when It was
stolen. The money was not the orig
widow of Paul Valentelll won the ver
inal, but a single new bill.
dict.
The fateful letters were "1" and "a.
The prescription called for barium
STOLE SHAVE.ROBBED BARBER
and barium sulphite was
sulphate,
when Man Got Attention at Point
given. The first aids In
of Gun,
taken Internally, but the patient took
Then Aided Masked
the second and died In half an hour
Bandit.
after Intense agony.

Filling Prescription,

Must Pay Alimony to Two Wives.
Chicago. Frederick Magaw was or
dered to pay alimony to both of his
wives when he was arrested upon complaint of wife No. 2, who declared he
owed her mother a big board bill.
Magaw, who formerly earned $1,000
a week, moaned when he was ordered
to pay $100 a month to his first wife
and $75 a month to his second. He
complained that business bad fallen
off considerably)
Telephone Operator Outwits Tornado.
Dudley, Tex. O. W. Williams, tele
phone operator at the exchange here,

outwitted a tornado recently. Williams

saw the "twister" approaching and
telephoned to farmers In Its path. The

farmers hurried to cyclone cellars and
no loss of life was reported. Consid
erable property damage was done, bow- aver,

BAKING POWDER
That's What Millions

The Economy

of Housewlvei Do

They know that
Good Baking Powder

can't be sold for less
that "more for the

mon-ey"mea-

bake-da- y

Rejected Suitor Blows Off
His Head With Dynamite
Vancouver,

B.

C

Kmll

Fill-ma-

after his landlady was

said to have rejected bis offer
of marriage, pit a stick of dynamite in his mouth, lighted the
fuse, and blew his head off.

fail-

ures, waste of time and

Brooklyn. How a customer, wrap
ping a pistol In a towel and forcing the
weapon against his stomach, forced him
to deliver a free shave, was told in
court here, by Vlncenzo CantonL a
barber.

Cantonl appeared as a complainant
against Glocomo Fasclano, accused of
slipping out of a chair after the shave
and aiding a masked robber to drag
the barber to a rear room and rob him.

ns

BEST BT TEST

money that Calumet
means economy.
The sales of Calumet are
over 150 greater than
that of any other baking powder.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BAKING POWDER

Pisordered Stomach
aeT

Take a good dose of Carter's Little liver Pills
,
then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.

ICAmERS
IITTLE

IVER

You will relish your meals without fear of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,

Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They tnd (A mlttry of GmtlpaNen.
L&CtUt aB Ml; Saull Dessi SssaH fries

PILLS lfiS?

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD
OF THE COUNTY. COMMISSIONERS OF CATRON CO
NEW MEXICO

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
Entered a

second-clas-

s

matter at the
under set of Congrss of March

at Reserve,

post-offi-

2,

New Mexico,

1879.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
...
One Tear In Advance.....

Held February 17th

Black range Districts this week.

.

MAGDALENA

Alma Kelnhardt who

High

School In Socorro,

la

attending
spent the

week end here.

Ranger Fred Ares came to
from Monica, Saturday, for
and mall.
Deputy Forest Supervlspr Simmons
spending two days in the Water
Canyon country this week.

J. B. Wilmeth Jr. of Greens Gap,
sustained a fracture of the collar bone
Oliver Flint, ex soldier who Is takand was brought to town where medi- ing vocatonal training at Las Cruces
cal aid was rendered.
was a Magdalena business visitor the
past week. He was enroute to Las
George Coze was a Socorro business Cruces after
spending a few days on
on
visitor
Thursday.
liis ranch west of Datil looking after
his cattle and other Interests there.
Ilezeklah Hall made a trip to AlbuMr. Flint s taking a course in Poultry
week
home
and
drove
the
past
querque
Raising.,
In
makwill
use
a new Buick which he
ing his passenger trips.
Fred Baca is in Albuquerque this
returned Saturday week for medical treatment.
Kd Wildensteln
frof El Paso where he attended the
FATHER TAKES A VACATION
Cattlemen's convention
during the
to wonder just why Father
Used
week.
past
never had much time to play. Used
Miss Ruth Brown left Friday for to wonder why he'd rather work each
Albuquerque where she will make her minute of the day. Used to wonder
home with her aunt, Mrs. O.
why he never loafed along the road
and shirked; can't recall the time
when father played while the others
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Shelton received worked. Father didn't dress In fashia message Monday
evening telling on, sort of hated clothing new;
them of the death of MrB. Shelton's style wih him was not a passion
he had other things In view. Boys
brother, T. A. Sproles, of Houston, are blind to much that's
going on
Texas.
about 'em every day, and I had no
way of knowing what became of fathS. B. Johnson, of El Paso, was a
er's pay. All I knew was when I need-d- e
gueBt in the Dr. Thomas home last
shoes, I got 'em on the spot, most of
week and later left for his ranch.
the things for which I pleaded someWord has been received from the how father always got. Wondered
season after season why he never
Baptist State Board at Albuquerque, took
a rest and that I might be the
that a state representative will be here
then I never guessed. Saw
reason
the first week In April to reorganize
his checks were getting paler, didn't
the Baptist work.
understand why, was his body growI. B. Dobson, of El Paso, spent Wed- ing frailed, then at last I saw him
die. Rest had come. His tasks were
nesday and Thursday In Magdalena
ended; calm was written on his brow;
In
Dr.
home.
Thomas
a guest
the
father's life was big and Bplendid
Forest Examiner Wilson Is making and I understand It now. Detroit Free
a trip inspecton on the Red Rock and Express.
--

The

Socorro State
Bank

1923.

made by Mr. Kidder, and duly seconded by Mr. Garcia, that the Reserve
State Bank, be notified to Increase
their bond $15,000.00 more or making
the total of $50,000.00 Bond so as to
fully protect the funds which the
County has now in deposit. The
Clerk presented and application of
the Bank of Magdalena as depository
for Catron County Funds up the
amount of $30,000.00; was read and
approved and the same will be named
a depository upon furnishing the require bond. In accordance with Secof the
tion eleven Chapter fifty-seve- n
1915 session Laws, that the said Reserve State Bank increase its bond'
to the amount of
Immediately,
has order by Board of Finance
of Catron County.
The Board then met as Board of

The Bank of Personal Service

RESOURCES OVER

$500,000.

Reserve Mercantile Co.
Hamilton Brown Shoes

RESOLUTION:
Be it resolved that we the Board of
have this flay
County Commissioners
named Mr. Wilbank Justice of the
Peace in and for Pet. No. (6) Spur
Lake, New Mexico.
The Board of County Commissioners enter into and agreement with
the Reserve Garage,
The Reserve Garage Is to put up a
storage Tank and to fix up the big
tank now on top of the Hill and to
keep it in good condition at all times
and to keep auxiliary Tank full at all
times and that the Pipes must be at
least two inches from the top of the
hill to the Court House Building alsu
to furnish two sprayers one on each
floor of the Court House Building together with two fire plugs on
of the building. Catron County
to pay the amount of $100.00 per year
for water use, also to advance to the
said Reserve Garage the amount of
$.100.00 to help pay for the repairing
of said water works The Reserve Garage to pay this amount by giving a
contract to furnish the water to Cat
ron County for the term of three
years. Beginning on the first day of
April, 1923. The Clerk was ordered
to issue a Warrant out of the General
Fund for the amount of $300.00, pay
able to The Reserve Garage,
The Board of County Commissioners
Issued warrants out of the Road Fund
the amount of $11,527.57 and out of the
General Fund the amount of $1,246.00
The Board then adjourned until the
next regular meeting or subject to the
call of the Chairman.
Signed Emil Kiehne,

CRAZY HORSE FOILED THREE
AMERICAN GENERALS
(Tasliunka
CRAZY ofHORSE
the

PUBLIC SALE

SEVENTEEN HOMESTEADERS
INDICTED

New Stock Ladies' Oxfords
shoes
Silk and wool hose
Endicott-Johnso- n

Outing flannels
Sweaters
Winter clothing

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellons
and

Other perishable goods

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

Special Agent, James S. McCarthy,
of the U, S. General Land Office, Is

authority for the statement that seventeen homesteaders were recently indicted by the United States grand
jury sitting at Albuquerque, for perjury, It being alleged that they swore
to falsehoods as to residence and Improvements on their claims in making
final proof.
Mr. McCarthy said the honest
homesteader may expect the squarest
sort of a square deal, but the government is determined to go the limit in
running down those who perjure themselves In making final; also to punish
locators who use the malls to Induce
persons by misrepresentation of the
their homestead
facts, to transact
business through them.

YOUR

PROTECTION

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

savings, but you get paid for doing to when you have

a savings account at this bank.
Money that's idle means money wasted.
your saving to work and watch

Put

the interest' grow. We

watch both the pricipal and interest for you and

re-lie- ve

you of all the banking worries.

QREAT INDIANS

WItlto)
Ogallala Sioux, was a
fighter. As his name Implied, his was
a personality wild, unturned and something of a berserker. In going into
battle no warrior wtis ever allowed to
precede him. He was not an hereditary chief; he won his title by sheer
ability. By the time the Sioux had begun to war on the white man, they
looked upon Cruzy Horse as one of
their most promising war leaders.
When Red Cloud laid siege to Fort
Phil Kearney in 1886, Crazy Horse was
chosen to lead the attack on the
to draw out the soldiers.
The strategy was successful.
Lieutenant Colonel Fetterman marched out
with 80 men, was lured into a trap and
overwhelmed.
It was Crazy Horse's
first victory over the whites.
His second came in the campaign of 1876. In
March Gen. 3. 3. Reynolds attacked
Chairman.
Crazy Horse's camp on the Powder
Attested:
river. He captured it, but the Ogallala
A. T. Chavez,
forced him to retire hastily.
County Clerk.
Next he fought Oen. George Crook to
o
a standstill at the famous battle of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land the Rosebud, June 17. Eight days later
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico, Gen. George A. Custer rode Into the
March 19, 1923.
valley of the Little Big Horn with the
Notice is hereby given that John Seventh cavalry and divided his force
I. Davis of Springerville, Arizona, who to attack the big Indian camp. Crazy
on March
1918
made Original Horse Instantly saw the mistake that
23,
Homestead Entry Serial No. 017562 Custer had made and led his warriors
for NWNWH Sec. 10; SWSW4 to cut off the chance to retreat. With
NE'4SW4 Sec. 3; and on In an hour Custer and his men were
October 27, 1922 made additional
Homestead Entry No. 019830, for NE4 dead. It was the Ogallala's greatest
Section
10; victory.
SHNWy, NE4NWH,
Fetterman, Reynolds, Crook and
NW4SW, Lots 3 & 4; 3 SNW
Section 3, all in Township S., Range Custer Crazy Horse had met and de
20 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed feated them all, and two of them were
notice of intention to make final three rated the greatest Indian fighters in
year proof, to establish claim to the the army. Hut the Ognllala met his mas
land above described before D. B. Baca ter In Oen. Nelson A.
Miles, who deUnited States Commissioner at Que
the chief decisively at the Batfeated
mado, New Mexico, on the 9th day of tle
of Wolf Mountain, although the InMay, 1923.
dian withdrew In good order.
Claimant names as witnesses:
The next summer Crazy Horse sur
Luther C. Trammell, Frank Crackle,
Wales Eubanks and James Mills, all rendered. His enemies circulated the
of Springerville, Arizona.
report that he was planning another
Nemecia Ascarate,
outbreak and he came to Fort RobinRegister on to deny It. The army officers deo
cided to arrest him. As they led him,
$50,000 FIRE LOSS AT
unsuspecting
treachery, toward the
MOGOLLON MINES
his friend, Touch the
guardhouse
Clouds, exclaimed: "Cousin, they will
Silver City, N. M., March 16 Fire put you In prison."
of unknown origin last night com
"Another white man's trick ! Let me
pletely destroyed the large warehouse go! Let me die fighting 1" shouted
Crazy Horse, as an officer and Little
and supply department of the Mogolan Ogallala chief, seized hli
lon Mines company at Mogollon, 85 Big Mun,
arms.
The chief drew his hunting
miles northwest of here. The loss Is
knife, ills only weapon. As they strugestimated to be between $40,000 and gled to disarm him he received
a fatal
$50,000. wound whether from the knife or a
Other property was saved from des- soldier's bayonet Is unknown.
truction by the combined efforts of a
hundred or more volunteers. Frank
H.
former
Hitchcock,
postmaster
general, Is president of the company
and S. J. Kidder general manager In
We have purchased 122,000 pair U.
charge of operations. The fire will
cripple operations temporarily, Albu S. Army Munson last shoes, sizes
5g

querque Journal.

PUBLICATION

"

County commissioners:
A petition was presented by twenty-eigqualify voters of Spur Lake, N.
Mex. to name A. W. Wilbank, as Justice of the Peace for Precinct No. (6).

SESW,

Socorro, N. M.

FOR

ot

serve State Bank Depository motion

Is

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las CrueB, N. M., FebruOffice at Las Cruces, N. M. Fet- ary 28, 1923.
,
ruary 13, 1923.
Notice 1b hereby given that Orval
Notice is hereby given that Salomon
M. West, of Spur Lake, New Mexico, P. Chavez,
of Horse Springs, Datit,
who on January 22, 1920, made HomeNew Mexico, who on December 21,
4, 1917, made Original Homestead
stead Entry, No. 019244, for-LEntry
SWiiNWH Section 1; Lot 1, SE4 No. 017322, for WiiNWH Seo 10;
NE14, Section 2, Township 4 S., Range SWHSWK Sec. 3; SE&NEK Sec. 9;
20 W., N, M. PC Meridian,
has filed and on August 26, 1921 made additionnotice of intention to make final three al Entry No. 017709, for ESE4 Sec.
year proof, to establish claim to the 4; NW?4SW, SE&SW& See. 3;
land above described, before T. C. Turk NEyNE4, ESEtt, Section 9, W
U. S. Commissioner, at Reserve, New SWy4 Seo. 10; N&NW. SWtfNWVi,
Section 16; Township 4 S., Range IS
Mexico, on the 19th day of April, 1923.
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noClaimant names as witnesses:
of intention to make final three
Chas. H. Boswell, Perry Hedrtck, tice
proof, to establish claim to the
Charles Hedrick and R. G. Blnnion, year
land above described, before Eulalio
all of Spur Lake, New Mexico.
B. Baca, U. S. Commissioner, at MagNemecia Ascarata,
dalena, New Mexico on the 4th day
Register. of
3.33.31,
April 1923.
names as witnesses:
Claimant
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATION
F. ' Landavazo, Trinidad Gutierrez,
In the Probate Court of Catron Laureano A. Sanchez and Eustacio
County, New Mexico.
Sanchez, all of Horse Springs, Datil,
In the matter of the Estate of Pedro New Mexico.
Dennis
E.
Deceased;
Bearup,
Almeraz,
Nemecia Ascarate,
Administrator.
Register.
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned was on the ninth day of
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
January 1923, duly appointed by the
Probate Court of Catron County, New
of
the Interior U. S. Land
Department
Mexico, Administrator of the Estate
Office at Las Cruces, N, M. Febof Pedro Almeraz, deceased.
ruary 13, 1923.
All persons having claims against
Notice is hereby given that Luis
said Kstate are hereby notified that
they are required to present and file Armijo y Serna, of Quemado, New
the same, duly verified, within one Mexico, who on December 21, 1917,
made Homestead Entry, No, 016931,
year from the date of said appointSV4NEK;
NEii
ment, the time prescribed
by law, for SV6NENEtt;
SEt;2 NSEfcSE, Section 26, townotherwise the same will be barred.
M.
17
MeriP.
N.
S.,
W.,
Range
ship
Dennis E. Bearup, Administrator.
Address, Mogollon, New Mexico. dian has filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described
before D. B. Baca, U. S. Commissioner
at Quemado, New Mexico, on the 4th
day of April 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
STORIES OF
Candelario Chavez, Manuel Jara-milland Tomas
Pedro Chavez
Armijo, all of Quemado, New Mexico.
By Elmo Scoll Walson
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.
Copyright, 11)22, Western Newspaper Union.

By order of the chairman the board
met this 17th day of February 1923
at 10 o'clock a. m. their being present
Mr. Emil kiehne,
Chairman; S. J.
and Ramon
Abb
Kidder,
Garcia,
A.
T. Chavez,
Alexander, Sheriff;
County Clerk.
First thing in order about the Re-

.$2.00

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

to

12,

which was the

stock of

one

Government

of

entire

the

surplus

largest
shoe contractors.

8

U.

percent

solid leather, color
tongue,

dirt

and

dark

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. February 13, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that Floyd B.
Evans, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
who on April 13, 1918, made Home
stead Entry No. 017835, for the "WVfc
NWfc, NW14SWS Sec. 24, T. 4 S., R.
20 W., and on February 26, 1920, made
No.
additional
Homestead
Entry,
for SWSWVi, Section 13,
019235,
Township 4 S., Range 2 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described before T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner, at Reserve, New Mexico,
on the 4th day of April, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. P. Nichols, R. G. Binion, Virgil
Bruce and Perry Hedrick, all of Spur

tan,

296

tf

waterproof.

request.

NATIONAL

BAY

Broadway,

SERVICE

COURTESY

THE
RESERVE STATE BANK

When in Need

Lake, New Mexico.

Nemecia Ascaratep
Register.

,

NOTICE

Of anything

NENENE,

NENE4

the line of

General Merchandise

SESE, SESESE, E&SW4
SESEV4, NWi,4SWtfSEy4SE4, Section 2;

in

PUBLICATION

FOR

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. February 28, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that John F.
West, of Spur Lake, New Mexico, who
on January 13, 1920, made Homestead
Entry, No. 019246, for NESEK, N

Section 11;

NNENW14,

GIVE US A TRIAL

NENW

NWKNWW,

NHSWNEttNW,

T.C. TURK, Reserve,

NJ.

Section 12, Township 4 S., Range 20
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
A AAAAA A A A A A A A A A
year proof, to establish claim to the AAA A AAAAA A A A A A A A A W
WA
W AAAAA
WWWWAAAaAAAAAAAAAAi
C.
land above described, before T.
Turk, United States Commissioner, at
Reserve, New Mexico, on the 19th day
of April, 1923.

Claimant names

aB witnesses:
Perry Hedrick,
R. G. Blnnion,
and
Hedrick
Charles
all of Spur Lake, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.

Chas.

H. Boswell,

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE

3

COMPANY

PUBLICATION

FOR

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U, S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. February 13, 1923.
Notice Is hereby given that John
P. Nichols, of Spur Lake, New Mexi1919
made
co, who on August 22,
Homestead Entry No. 019157 for the
WVfeSEy4SE&;

SWSE

Section 13;

WEHNEUNEUi
WNENE:
SEy4NW
E'4NEHNW14NE;
W
WNEy4NWi4NEyt;
NE;

NWNEU,

Section

24,

Township

-:-

-

The Cash Store
DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,

GROCERIES,

HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS
4

Range 20 W., N.. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner,
at Reserve, New Mexico, on the 4lh
day of April 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. B. Evans, Virgil Bruce, Perry
Hedrick and R. G. Binion, all of Spur
Lake, New Mexico.,
Nemecia Ascarate,
173-1- 7
Register.
S.,

Subscribe for the Advocate.

MEAT MARKET
GASOLINE

FILLING

STATION

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled

o
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

1, 1923.

Notice is hereby given that William
Laney, of Luna, N. M., who on Jan- -

rary

19, 1920,

made Homestead Entry

No. 019003, for Homestead Entry Sur
No. 370, containing 63.22 acres, In
The actual value of this shoe is $6.00. vey,
NE14
Section 28; WHNENWy,,
Section
Owing to this tremendous buy we can NEV4NWV4, NHNWKNEH,
33, Township 5 S., Range 19 W., N. M.
offer same to the public at $2.95.
the whole containing
P. Meridian,
103.22 acres, has filed notice of IntenSend correct size. Pay postman on tion to make final three
year proof, to
If shoej establish claim to the land above desdelivery or send money order.
cribed, before T. C. Turk, U. S. Comare not as represented we will cheer
missioner, at Reserve, New Mexico,
on, the 2nd day of May, 1923.
fully refund your money promptly up
on

HONESTY

SAFETY

PUBLICATION

FOR

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. March

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred

bellows

NOTICE

STATE SHOE CO.
New York, N. Y.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jas. M. Swapp, Robert J. Howell,
.1. F. Russell and H. A. Wilcox, all of
Luna, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register.

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,
Oxy-Acetyle-

Lathe Work
Welding

and Supplies
Compare our prices with others

Gas, Oils, Accessories

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
Phone

No. 3.

A .G. HILL, Manager

i

I

